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Public Agenda
A1.

Apologies for Absence

A2.

Declarations of Interest
Any Member of the Committee, or any other Member present in the meeting room, who
has a disclosable pecuniary interest in a matter to be considered at the meeting is
reminded to disclose the interest to the meeting and to leave the room while any
discussion or vote on the matter takes place.
Members are also reminded that if they have any other significant interest in a matter to
be considered at the meeting, which they feel should be declared in the public interest,
such interests should be declared to the meeting. In such circumstances Members should
consider whether their continued participation, in the matter relating to the interest, would
be reasonable in the circumstances, particularly if the interest may give rise to a
perception of a conflict of interests, or whether they should leave the room while any
discussion or vote on the matter takes place.

A3.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 18 July are submitted for confirmation
and signature.

A4.

Report of the Procurement Scrutiny Working Group

A5.

Annual Scrutiny work programme

A6.

RBKC Efficiency Plan 2016-17 to 2019-20

A7.

Key decisions and the scrutiny process

A8.

Tri-Borough update – oral report (standing item)

A9.

Cabinet meeting – 22 September
The agenda for the Cabinet meeting on 22 September will be published
shortly. Members are asked to bring it to the meeting.

A10. Forward Plan - as at 9 September (attached)
A11. Any other oral or written items which the Chairman considers
urgent.
[Each written report on the public part of the Agenda as detailed above:
(i)
was made available for public inspection from the date of the Agenda;
(ii)

incorporates a list of the background papers which (i) disclose any facts or matters on
which that report, or any important part of it, is based; and (ii) have been relied upon to a
material extent in preparing it. (Relevant documents which contain confidential or exempt
information are not listed.); and

(iii)

may, with the consent of the Chairman and subject to specified reasons, be supported at
the meeting by way of oral statement or further written report in the event of special
circumstances arising after the despatch of the Agenda.]

Exclusion of the Press and Public
Local Government Act 1972, as amended by the Local Government
(Access to Information) Act 1985
In accordance with Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the Committee is
asked to resolve that the press and public be excluded from the meeting for the following
specific items of business on the grounds that they may involve the likely disclosure of
exempt information as defined in Part I of Schedule 12A to the Act, as amended:

B1

Minutes of 18 July 2016
(Not for publication by virtue of information relating to the financial or
business affairs of any particular person including the authority holding
that information.)

B2

Managed Services Programme update
(Not for publication by virtue of information relating to the financial or
business affairs of any particular person including the authority holding
that information.)
The next ordinary meeting of this Committee is
scheduled to be held on Monday 24 October 2016.

At a meeting of the Cabinet and
Corporate
Services
Scrutiny
Committee held at Kensington
Town Hall, Hornton Street, London
W8 7NX at 6.30pm on 18 July
2016
PRESENT
Members of the Committee
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Pat Mason (Chairman)
James Husband (Vice-Chairman)
Barbara Campbell
Emma Dent Coad
Daniel Moylan
Monica Press
Andrew Rinker

Others in attendance
Councillor Nicholas Paget-Brown (Leader of the Council)
Kevin Bartle (Interim Director of Finance)
Jacqui Hird (Scrutiny Manager)
Nicholas Holgate (Town Clerk)
Manpreet Kanda (Senior Planning Officer)
Rob Krzyszowski (Team Leader, Planning Policy)
Lyn Myers (Group Finance Manager)
Tony Redpath (Director of Strategy and Local Services)
Gavin Wilson (Governance Administrator)
AGENDA
A1

APOLOGIES
Apologies for absence were received from Cllrs Berrill-Cox, Lindsay and
Nicholls.

A2

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Cllr Press declared that she was a trustee of the Westway Trust.
Cllr Mason declared that, with regard to the Venture Centre Anchor
tenancy Key Decision on the July Forward Plan, he was a Golborne Ward
Councillor for the area where the Venture Centre was based and had
spoken to the Centre management and the lead Council officer in the leadup to the proposed decision.
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A3

MINUTES
The minutes of the meeting held on 20 June 2016 were confirmed as a
correct record and were signed by the Chairman.
Matters Arising
Further to Minute A9, Kensington and Chelsea Electoral Registration and
Empowering Young People to Vote, Cllr Press said that during discussion
she had suggested that letting and estate agents should be contacted
regarding the inclusion of electoral registration forms in their lettings and
sales contract packs.
Following an enquiry by Cllr Press further to Minute 6 regarding
Learning from Complaints, Mr Holgate said that relevant material could
be presented to the Committee’s next meeting, subject to input from the
Councillor.
Action by: Mr Holgate/Mr Carver to note

A4

ADDRESS BY THE LEADER OF THE COUNCIL
Cllr Paget-Brown commented that the new Prime Minister’s appointment
of a Minister for London was a welcome move. Replying to several
advance questions from the Chairman, he referred to a helpful
conversation which he had had with the Mayor of London a few weeks
earlier, at which the subject of the two Crossrail stations in the Borough
had featured, and he considered that a further discussion before long
would be useful. Referring to a meeting earlier that day with Valerie
Shawcross, Deputy Mayor of London for Transport, Cllr Moylan
supported the suggestion of a further meeting and urged that broader
arguments than the provision of additional housing should be put
forward in support of the Chelsea station. The Leader said that, since his
meeting, he had written to the Mayor of London, putting forward the
wider case for Crossrail stations and was seeking a meeting with the
Mayor to discuss the way forward.
He agreed with Cllr Moylan’s
suggestion that, with Lord Adonis being unavailable, a meeting with
Sir John Armitt would be useful.
The Leader referred to the Council’s survey in connection with the
Notting Hill Carnival, to which around 2,500 responses, mostly broadly in
favour of the event, had been received. He also alluded to the role of
the media in its portrayal of aspects of Carnival and the impact this
often had on public perceptions of the event.
He stressed the
importance of providing effective security arrangements, given the
heightened risk of terror attacks.
The Leader said that the Council continued to press ahead with its
regeneration programme and referred to a recent Cabinet visit to the
Silchester Garages site, which had impressed Members with the quality
2

and style of the development. He referred to discussion of the Charter at
a recent meeting he had had with West London citizens and to
discussions which Cllr Weale and Mr Holgate were having with the West
London Alliance on a Sustainability and Transformation Plan.
The Leader advised that bidding was taking place through this plan for a
pot of NHS England money to allow adult social care and hospital care to
be managed better so as to achieve improved admission and discharge
arrangements and reduce demand for health care through better
prevention.
In response to points raised by Cllr Dent Coad in relation to the criteria
used for petitions to the Council, the Leader said that he understood
that the Royal Borough had the lowest threshold (1,500) of any local
authority in London for hearing petitions at full Council. He considered
that this threshold (which equated to around a quarter of an average
ward’s population) was about right and he did not consider it appropriate
to revise the existing guidance on petitions.
In response to an enquiry from Cllr Dent Coad regarding progress with
development of the Edenham site and the role of NHS England, the
Leader suggested that she speak to Cllr Feilding-Mellen or Mrs Johnson.
Cllr Dent Coad indicated that she would follow this up, but referred to
difficulties experienced in arranging a meeting with Mrs Johnson due to the
latter’s busy diary.
Cllr Press referred to a useful pre-Carnival meeting organised by Ms
Pentelow and suggested that it would be helpful for more Councillors and
relevant officers to see the presentation which had been given. The Leader
recognised the importance of pre- and post-Carnival meetings being held
and agreed with Cllr Press’s suggestion that one of the Council’s Media
and Comms staff should attend the post-Carnival meeting.
Action by: Mr Fitzpatrick
Responding to a point raised by Cllr Press concerning the varying
geographical extent of consultations carried out by the Council’s officers,
the Leader said that suitable detail of proposed consultation should
feature in reports on individual projects presented for approval to
Cabinet.
Mr Redpath explained the role and functions of the
Consultation Team in PPU and the assistance it could offer to Business
Groups.
Responding to a plea from Cllr Husband for the recommendations of the
report of the Procurement Scrutiny Working Group to be taken account of,
the Leader said that he was very grateful to the Working Group for its
work and hoped that Cabinet would have a full discussion of the report
and its many recommendations. A discussion with the Cabinet Member
with responsibility for procurement would also be needed.
3

Cllr Moylan referred to a number of instances in the Capital Programme
where there were significant variances as a result of slippage, resulting
in the delayed delivery of schemes. Responding, Mr Holgate pointed out
that there was a wide variety of reasons for the variances and explained
why particular projects were subject to delay. He gave a number of
examples of development (e.g Fox Primary School Expansion and the
Kensington Leisure Centre) where slippage to the next financial year had
occurred without necessarily delaying delivery of the scheme.
In response to Cllr Moylan’s enquiry regarding how effective the
centralisation of project management within the Property team a few
years previously had been, Mr Holgate replied that the team had kept
projects to schedule, delivering major schemes such as Ark Brunel
Academy.
The Committee thanked the Leader for attending the meeting.
A5

POLICE BRIEFING ON A FATAL STABBING ON PORTOBELLO ROAD, 3
JULY 2016
The Committee noted that, since two persons had been charged in
connection with the fatal stabbing, the case was sub-judice and
Detective Superintendent D’Orsi would not, therefore, be attending to
report on the case.

A6

REPORT OF THE PROCUREMENT SCRUTINY WORKING GROUP
The Committee noted that the report had been re-classified as a Part B
item as it contained information relating to the financial or business affairs
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information).

A7

CORPORATE SERVICES OUTTURN REPORT 2015/16
Officers responded orally to a number of specific queries.
Regarding an enquiry from Cllr Press concerning the £100,000 budget
carry-forward for Corporate Finance Salaries related to Managed
Services implementation support, Mr Holgate advised that the necessary
data now existed to allow a claim to be made for costs incurred in the
previous financial year and in respect of reimbursement for tasks which the
Council was having to undertake as BT was unable to provide the service
they were contracted to.

A8

S106 PLANNING OBLIGATIONS: FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Mr Krzyszowski provided a brief overview of the key points contained
in the report. In response to a point raised by Cllr Dent Coad regarding
the time-limited nature of developers’ S106 contributions, Mr
Krzyszowski said that the earliest ‘use by’ date was 2020. He confirmed
that the Council had not had to return any monies to developers as a
4

result of time-limits having been exceeded.
In response to an enquiry from Cllr Moylan concerning the time-limit and
expenditure for the Public Art contribution in respect of No.1 Kensington
Gardens, Mr Krzyszowski said that a written response would be provided.
Action by: Mr Krzyszowski
In response to a request from Cllr Dent Coad, Mr Krzyszowski agreed to
provide a breakdown of developments’ affordable housing contributions and
‘use by’ dates.
Action by: Mr Krzyszowski
The report was received and noted.
A9

FUTURE AGENDA AND SCRUTINY ITEMS COMMITTEE MEMBERS
WISH TO SUGGEST
The Chairman encouraged Members to consider suitable matters for future
consideration by the Committee.

A10

TRI-BOROUGH UPDATE
Mr Holgate said that there were no matters to report to the meeting.

A11

CABINET MEETING – 21 JULY
The Committee noted that discussion of matters in relation to the
budget had taken place earlier in the meeting during the Leader’s Address.
There were no additional matters which Members wished to raise in relation
to the business for the forthcoming meeting of the Cabinet.

A12

FORWARD PLAN OF KEY DECISIONS - AS AT 8 JULY
Cllr Press drew attention to the fact that the Forward Plan for the period
July to October contained no key decisions for implementation in
September. Ms Hird pointed out that this was not unusual, given the
preceding period of the August ‘recess’.
The Forward Plan was received and noted.

A13

OTHER URGENT ITEMS
There were no items raised.
EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC FROM THE MEETING:
RESOLVED – to exclude the press and public from the meeting for the
following specific items of business on the grounds that they may involve
5

the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in Part I of Schedule
12A to the Act, as amended:
B1

MINUTES OF THE MEETING ON 20 JUNE 2016
The confidential minutes were signed as a correct record.

B2

MANAGED SERVICES PROGRAMME UPDATE
Mr Bartle advised about progress with the programme.

B3

REPORT OF THE PROCUREMENT SCRUTINY WORKING GROUP
The draft final report of the Working Group was discussed.
It was agreed that relevant officers should be asked to suggest
shortly any amendments they considered necessary, prior to agreement
being sought with the Chairman, in consultation with Cllr Rinker,
Chairman of the Working Group. The report would then be circulated to
the appropriate Cabinet Member, Cllr Warrick, who would be invited to
attend the Committee’s meeting at which the final report was discussed.
The final report would be considered by Cabinet.
No other matters were discussed.
The meeting ended at 9.03pm.

Chairman
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A4

Procurement
in Kensington and Chelsea
Final Report of the Procurement
Scrutiny Working Group
DATE: September 19, 2016

Chairman’s Foreword

The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea Council stated in its
May 2014 budget that in order to maintain and improve front line
services in the face of many years of continuous reductions in central
government grants, the Council must focus its efforts on
improvement in three primary areas: improved procurement,
economies of scale through bi- and tri-borough procurement and
improved returns from Council-owned assets. The Council reiterated
these objectives in its 2015-16 Report to Taxpayers. In essence, as
each of these three areas has procurement at its heart, the Council's
primary solution to the funding cuts is achieving better value for
money through better and more efficient procurement.
The Council spent approximately £300 million on procurement in
2014/15, which included approximately £58 million on capital
projects. The three-year average annual procurement total was
approximately £275 million.
To assist the Council in driving forward these critical reforms, the
Cabinet and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee established the
Procurement Scrutiny Working Group to study the Council's past
procurement practices and results and to report on ways to improve
them. The Working Group undertook to examine all four stages of
procurement from planning and contract letting to contract award
and implementation and contract management. The Working Group
did not seek to re-write the extensive existing procurement codes,
but rather sought to examine the practical weaknesses of the
Council's procurement activities and offer solutions to improve the
entire process.
The underlying premise of the Working Group's project was that as a
Council, one of our primary responsibilities is to establish effective
systems and processes for proper procurement and to monitor the
implementation of those systems and processes to achieve optimal
i

procurement results. The Working Group examined 16 historical and
current procurement projects, interviewed 22 officers from RBKC,
LBHF and Westminster and two voluntary sector managers and
studied numerous reports, codes and guidelines.
The resulting report recommends over 150 new guidelines, principles
and rules.1 Many of the guidelines and principles and lessons learned
should be formulated in the near future into rules and made part of
the Council's Procurement Code. Others should be established as
required best practices. The Council has already implemented some
of Working Group's recommendations. Although the Working Group
recommends many new rules and guidelines in this report, it should
not be assumed from this that the majority of Council-run contracts
are unsound. Indeed, the Working Group is content that most are
properly let, successfully managed and follow current procurement
rules.
In any event the Working Group would like the study of procurement
to be a continuous project with a new committee or working group
convened under a Cabinet Member to review progress and to make
additional rule and policy recommendations.
Each member of the Working Group dedicated substantial time, effort
and resource to the successful completion of this report. I would like
to thank the members of the Working Group, Pat Mason, James
Husband, Emma Dent Coad and Andrew Lomas, and officers2 of the
Royal Borough, for all they have done to ensure a thorough and useful
report could be delivered.
Cllr Andrew Rinker, Chairman,
Procurement Scrutiny Working Group
1

The numbers of these guidelines, principles and rules are set forth in the
following sections of this report.
Section 2 - General principles – 6
Section 3 – Planning for procurement – 47
Section 4 – Contract Letting – 19
Section 5 - Contract Award/Implementation – 15
Section 6 – Contract Management – 32
Section 7 – Multi-Borough contracts / Sovereignty – 16
Section 8 – Role of Scrutiny - 6
Section 9 – Centralised direction of procurement – 20
Section 10 – Officer competencies - 9
The RBKC officers who assisted the Working Group and the officers who made
departmental presentations to the Working Group are identified and acknowledged
in Appendix 1.
2

ii

Councillors serving on the Procurement
Scrutiny Working Group
Cllr Andrew Rinker (Chairman)
Cllr Pat Mason
Cllr James Husband
Cllr Andrew Lomas (until June 2015)
Cllr Emma Dent Coad (from June 2015)
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Procurement – Pitfalls, Problems and
Proposals
1.

Background

1.1

Establishment of working group. On 16 February 2015, the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea Council’s Cabinet and
Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee agreed to establish a
Procurement Scrutiny Working Group to consider the
effectiveness of the systems, processes and controls governing
procurement within the Royal Borough.3

1.2

Purpose of the working group. The aim of the working group
is to identify and minimise the risks to the authority of systemic
or
occasional
contract
failure
and
put
forward
recommendations designed to strengthen the Council’s
commissioning and procurement operations and reduce those
risks.

1.3

Importance of procurement. The Council spends around
£300 million procuring supplies, services and construction
works each year. At the last review, more than 365 ongoing
contracts were recorded on the Council’s contracts register. It
is therefore vital that the Council’s departments continue to
have robust arrangements in place to learn from past actions,
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of its procedures over
time, let compliant contracts and obtain maximum leverage
from its third party expenditure with minimal, if any, adverse
effect on quality.

1.4

Value for money. The Council has a duty to the people of the
borough to ensure it is achieving value for money, especially in
light of increasing budgetary pressures, and protecting itself
against dishonesty, fraud, waste and any suggestion of general
lack of probity and best practice. Poorly drafted contracts, bad
commissioning and procurement decisions and lacklustre
project management can all cost the Council and council tax
payers dearly.
Although the Council wants to make sure it is buying at the
most competitive price available, value for money does not just
mean buying at the lowest price. Value also represents the

The constitutional background of the role of Scrutiny Committees is described in
Appendix 2.
3
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anticipations of stakeholders and, in particular, what is
expected to be delivered for the price they have agreed to pay.
The working group noted that in 2014-15 and 2015-16,
contract overspends, contract performance failures and debt
write-offs cost the Council millions of pounds. The figures which
can be quantified by the Council do not take into account the
cost increase of Holland Park School of approximately £60
million or the cost or impact of delays, unforeseen additional
contract payments and problems with the Managed Services
Programme. The number also does not account for the loss and
inconvenience to the Council’s service users, such as the users
of the failed passenger transport scheme. Moreover, the figure
does not include potential losses to the Council, for example,
for the failure to provide the correct contract specifications at
the commencement of contracts; for unnecessary and costly
change orders or contract variations; for the failure of the
Council to comply with the standard contract bid processes
because the Council did not start the planning or contract
renewal process early enough and the Council then had to enter
into the contact on an “emergency” basis or for the failure to
include adequate penalty clauses in contracts causing the
Council to incur additional expenses when contracts have to be
re-let to alternative service or supply providers.
1.5. The current situation. Individual service directorates across
the Council are responsible for devolved budgets and for the
way those budgets are spent on goods and services.
Officers arrange contracts as part of their wider responsibilities.
While advice and guidance is available on the Council’s Intranet
and from a small strategic procurement team in the Town
Clerk’s Directorate, spending and contract recommendations
are made to Cabinet Members, who rely on the expertise of
Council officers, by dozens of officers in business units and
departments across the Council.4
With so many officers involved in procurements worth many
thousands of pounds of public money, it is vitally important that
decisions are taken within a framework that properly identifies
the priorities of the Council, correctly specifies the goods and
services to meet those needs, robustly manages contract
Contract decisions are made by the relevant Cabinet Member or the Cabinet for contracts
valued at greater than £164,176 and by the relevant Director below that threshold. Other officers
should only award a contract where they have been authorised to do so through an approved
scheme of delegation. The key role of officers for larger contracts is therefore to make
recommendations to the decision maker.
4
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performance, keeps risk to a minimum and delivers good value.
Administration time may be excessive due to time lost by
officers re-inventing the wheel and, corporately, the Council
could fail to obtain the full benefit available through
procurement.
1.6

The conduct of the review. The working group looked closely
at a number of procurement projects across the Council, spoke
at length to some of the officers involved and considered the
complex issues surrounding procurement. In doing so it
identified a number of areas where it feels the existing
framework could and should be strengthened.
While there are many cases of well-managed procurement
projects within the Council, examples in this report highlight
some of the issues the working group set out to tackle.
The recommendations aim to prevent such mistakes being
repeated, reduce costs and reinforce the Royal Borough’s
reputation for good stewardship.
The 16 main contracts considered and issues raised by the
working group are listed as Appendix 3. The working group also
considered the results and conclusions of a number of internal
audits carried out by the Council on shared service contracts
during 2014, which are attached as Appendix 4.

1.7

Terms of reference of the working group. While the full
terms of reference are listed at Appendix 5, the working group’s
main task was to decide whether or not the Council’s
procurement and commissioning arrangements and practices
were fit for purpose and to suggest improvements.
The working group also examined how procurement contracts
were formulated, how contract terms were established and the
robustness of those terms and who was responsible for writing
these contracts and the experience and training they might
have; how the Council ensures the process is fair, efficient and
effective and how the Council ensures its own sovereignty and
interests are protected in the case of tri- and bi-borough
contracts.
Importantly, the working group was asked to study the systems,
processes and controls the Council has to minimise the risk of
contract failure and suggest how they could be strengthened,
to define the role of scrutiny committees in commissioning and
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procurement and to consider the best ways of dealing with
costly changes to contracts.
1.8

Approach to the issues; Areas of concern.
The objective of procurement, as opposed to commissioning,
within the Royal Borough is to achieve services for residents at
a quality determined by Councillors. Both as a means to this
end, and as necessary and desirable features in themselves,
this requires:





competition (to secure the best price)
accountability in the way public money is spent
transparency in the decision making process
value for money.

With that in mind, the recommendations within this document
are not intended to replace the existing Contract Regulations
but to enhance the existing operations and structure within
which the Council buys goods and services to:






ensure value for money, procurement in accordance
with the requirements of the Council and propriety in
the spending of public money;
enable works, supplies and services to be
commissioned, procured and delivered effectively and
efficiently without compromising the Council’s ability to
influence strategic decisions;
ensure that the Council is not exposed to unnecessary
risk or to the likelihood of challenge arising from noncompliant procurement activity; and
ensure compliance with current legislation, update all
appropriate guidance notes, tools and templates and
follow Procurement Policy Notes (PPN) issued by
Cabinet Office.

Although there are four stages of procurement, procurement
analysis is often divided into two primary areas. The precontract phase includes identifying the need, consultation,
planning, sourcing the supplier, awarding the contract and
implementing it. Post-contract, the aim is to manage the
contract, ensure it is delivering the right results for the agreed
price and managing relationships with the suppliers.
Some of the inherent key risks in procurement are described in
the Kensington Academy and Leisure Centre case in Appendix
6.
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For reporting purposes, the various areas of concern have been
consolidated under the following key themes of which 3-6 are
the four stages of the procurement lifecycle.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Background
General principles
Planning for procurement
Contract letting
Award and implementation
Contract management
Multi-borough contracts and sovereignty
Role of scrutiny committees in procurement
Professional procurement and officer competencies
Centralized management for corporate procurement
and contract management
11. Conclusion

2.

General Principles

2.1

Tailor plans to needs of Royal Borough. The Council should
ensure its departments and plans are tailored to the needs of
the Royal Borough’s citizens and communities.

2.2

Consider whole life costs of procurement. Procurement
decisions should take into account the whole life costs of the
item or service being purchased and any impact on the local
economy, society and the environment.

2.3

Recognise administrative costs of procurement. Officers
should recognise the administrative costs of sourcing, ordering
and paying for goods and ensure that they make every effort
to ensure procurement is efficient and effective.

2.4

Clear procedures. Contract procedures should be written in
plain English, using non-legal language so that they can be
readily understood by all officers and Councillors.

2.5

Provide purchasing framework. A purchasing framework
giving guidance to officers involved in drafting contracts should
be available on KCnet and TriBnet. This should include standard
documentation to ensure a consistent and efficient approach to
procurement both within the Council and when dealing with Bior Tri-Borough services.
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2.6

Continuous review of procurement. The study of the
procurement process in the Royal Borough should be
continuous with regular reviews of contracts to reveal what has
been done correctly and to learn from any errors. The working
group recommends the Council’s Audit and Transparency
Committee undertake the ongoing, continuous review of
procurement. Alternatively, a Councillor in a Cabinet level
position should coordinate this task.

3.

Planning for Procurement

3.1

Project
appraisal
and
advance
planning.
Every
procurement originates from a perceived need. For each
perceived need there will be a number of associated
requirements and defined parameters that include the budget
that is available, confirmation if the need is temporary or
permanent, crucial dates of delivery and a description of impact
on the Royal Borough if no action was taken. For each perceived
need there will be a range of options or potential solutions.
Feasibility studies should be carried out in order to identify
options that would satisfy the need.
The importance of this stage in the procurement process cannot
be overstated. It is the only opportunity available to gather and
collate the Management Information (MI) required to:





establish the vision;
inform the letting strategy, service specification and
contract
structure
following
consultation
with
stakeholders and completion of a needs assessment
and options appraisal; and
include provision in the contract for all possible
eventualities occurring during the life of the contract
that may have an impact on quality and price.

A recurring theme during the working group’s deliberations was
the need to allow enough time at the planning stage so that
procurement can be carried out effectively and with the least
possible risk to the Council.
Evidence from working group discussions of problems arising
from inadequate planning included, but was not limited to, the
following:


absence of robust communications strategies;
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the use of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and
liquidated damages was inconsistent;
over-dependency on variation orders to account for
omissions from a contract or specification;
direct or “emergency” awards outside of EU Directives,
UK law and the Contract Regulations being necessary
as a result of timeline slippage and the absence of any
provision for an extension within contracts;
inadequate advance service user and other stakeholder
consultations;
inadequate understanding and preparation of service
needs and specifications;
the need for shared services to be aligned and tested
before exposure to competition;
insufficient training and preparation of staff for new
services or programmes;
business continuity and contingency planning was
lacking;
insurance levels tended to be fixed instead of being
apportioned on risk and value of the contract;
inclusion of an appropriately resourced contract
management regime in relevant contracts was evident
in only a few areas.

Problems that become apparent during a contract often stem
from rushed decision-making and poor planning. It is only after
the contract has been let that deficiencies in planning become
apparent and by that time the damage has been done.
Case study: Managed services Programme
The introduction of the Managed Services Programme was one
example of a project that would have benefitted from better
planning. Scrutiny by the working group revealed that the
impact on schools had not been fully appreciated by the
Council or the schools themselves and that not enough
consultation had been carried out with stakeholders
Although consultation and training was offered to the schools,
many chose not to attend or support the sessions across the
Tri-borough. A lesson learned is to secure inclusion at all levels
throughout the procurement and implementation process.
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In the case of Tri- and Bi-borough contracts the working group
believes it is important to make sure the Council’s own
aspirations are set out and agreed at the planning stage, before
the contract is let and changes become difficult or costly.
3.1.1 Key risks. The key risk areas are:
(a) A project being approved that will not meet the needs
of the client;
(b) A project being approved at the expense of another
project that is in fact of a higher priority;
(c) Failure to formulate service objectives, or formulating
inappropriate objectives, leading to an inadequate
project brief and specification;
(d) Failing to identify the best option for achieving the
needs of the client on a specific project which could
result in a scheme being approved when a more cost
effective solution was available;
(e) A project being approved that is unaffordable.
3.1.2 Recommended guidelines in connection with Planning
for Procurement
(a) Plans should reference Royal Borough’s goals
and objectives. Business and commissioning plans for
all procurement projects should state the contribution
the project will make towards the Royal Borough’s
goals and objectives.
(b) Distinguish commissioning and procurement. The
difference between Commissioning and Procurement
and the role they both play needs to be clearly defined
to avoid confusion. Adult Social Care and Children’s
Services have undertaken work to differentiate
between the two. See Appendix 7 for a description of
the distinction between these terms.
(c) Pre-planning stage for larger contracts. All high
value, high risk and complex contracts should be
identified and include a pre-planning stage to
determine how best to commence the procurement.
Advance planning of all high value, high risk and
complex contracts should commence a minimum of two
to three years in advance of exposure to competition.
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Case study: Passenger Transport Contract













Successful bidders were unfamiliar with the boroughs
layout and road systems and this impacted on their
ability to provide a timely and efficient service at the
start of the contract;
Information held by the Council on service users was
incomplete in some cases;
Tenderers were only provided the TUPE details of
transferring staff late on in the procurement process;
Smaller companies may have been deterred from
bidding owing to the perceived risk that TUPE imposes;
Poor baseline data led to gaps in understanding of
previous
service
arrangements
and
service
performance causing assumptions to be made in
determining the operational requirements;
A delay in establishing a Transport Commissioning
Team resulted in limited subject matter expertise in the
early stages of the procurement;
Difficulty experienced in eliciting information from
incumbent contractors;
Insufficient stakeholder analysis and engagement was
carried out at the planning stage which consequently
led to the impact on service user, of changes to their
current service levels, being underestimated;
The degree of change imposed by each borough’s
varied approach to the commissioning of transport
services was underestimated.

Case study: Total Facilities Management Contract
Owing to the contracts spanning multiple services
across the three boroughs, some baseline information
needed to be obtained late in the process when it had
finally become apparent that it was missing.
(d) Three year rolling programme of planning.
Departments should develop a minimum of a threeyear rolling programme of their wider commissioning
and procurement plans that the central procurement
team will monitor. The plan should comprise of a
review of existing contracts (backward look) to identify
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contracts due for renewal in the ensuing two years and
a review of the Council’s longer term ambitions for a
service, new initiatives, changes in technology and
changes in legislation requiring a modification or
cessation of a service (forward look).
(e) Robust planning to prevent future revisions and
excessive costs. Robust planning is the key to the
success of a contract and should include up to date
information about end users and all other aspects of
the service where this is vital for tenderers to arrive at
their bid price. This will help to mitigate the risk of the
contractor seeking a variation of contract post award
where important information had been omitted from
the Council’s Invitation to Tender.
(f) Planning should include impact of service
provision
on
service
users
and
other
stakeholders. The planning stage should include
analysis of the impact of the service on stakeholders
and the cultural changes that will be effected, with
frequent and clear consultation with affected staff and
interested departments. Reporting should also be to
stakeholders on a regular basis as well as to the Council.
See, e.g., Special Education Needs ICT contract.
Case study: Sita (now Suez) market rubbish
collection.
Sita collects residential and commercial waste as well
as market waste in the Golborne /Portobello market
areas. Market traders claim that they pay 100% of the
Sita vehicle when only 25% of the rubbish is market
waste. The residential and commercial users also pay
the full price of the vehicle use for their waste removal.
Consultation with market traders might have resulted
in greater fairness to market traders by providing more
flexibility in the Sita contract to adjust for changing
market waste collection amounts.
(g) Better communications strategies required. A
communications strategy should be developed for all
high value, high risk and complex contracts to help
minimise a tenderer’s bidding costs through
transparency and good communication at all stages of
the procurement process.
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Case study: Total Facilities Management Contract
Communications on progress being made in letting the
contract was compromised by the absence of a lead
officer until much later on in the process.
(h) Vision of desired outcomes. A decision of the
desired outcome (vision) of a contract should be made
at the planning stage of procurement, i.e., during
needs/gap analysis when consideration is given to the
alignment of service objectives.
Case study: Total Facilities Management Contract
Options appraisal could have been more robust in
terms of identifying the proposed client structure and
vision for the service.
(i) Always relate procurements to Council policies
and strategies. Reference to the Council’s wider
strategies, policies and plans should be included in all
tenders where the service provided will have an impact
on the relevant strategy and its outcome. An example
of wider Council policies might include a need to reduce
large carbon footprints from Council properties. A
request for tender might include a costed carbon
saving option in the specifications for a potential
building contract.
Case Study: Tri-borough ICT Strategy
The Tri-borough ICT strategy highlights the need to
consider wider policies, strategies and plans across the
councils in planning for a contract.
(j) Allow time for management information and
procurement
strategy
development.
On
establishing the procurement timeline, adequate time
should be allowed at the planning stage for collecting
and collating the management information (MI)
required for developing the procurement strategy,
service specification and invitation to tender (ITT).
Failure to include all relevant and factual information in
the ITT may lead to a variation order being necessary,
which in turn exposes the Council to some risk around
pricing. It is post-contract variations or changes which
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result in substantial cost overruns as the contractor has
little incentive at this point to control his pricing.
Case study: Managed Services Programme
The introduction of the Managed Services Programme
highlighted the need for the Council to use best
financial practices, including raising purchase orders
and separating the officers agreeing purchases and
approving invoices.
Members felt more time should have been given to
consulting stakeholders at the planning stage and
noted that the impact on schools had not been fully
appreciated.
The investigation also highlighted the need to make
sure that any cultural changes needed to make the best
of a new way of working are understood by the staff
involved, something the working group believes
depends on clear and frequent communications with
the staff involved.
Critically, in the case of the Managed Services
Programme, the legacy organisational structures were
not realigned before the transfer to BT, which meant
that there were problems when the new system went
‘live’. The working group papers explained: “Getting
this right before the transfer would have avoided the
need to use a ‘hit team’ to tackle subsequent problems.”
(k) Timeline considerations. Business units should work
to a consistent timetable that allows time to:






consult stakeholders and potential service
providers
understand any cultural changes needed on the
Council and take these into account in planning
the specifications
consult the relevant scrutiny committees
complete a needs assessment and options
appraisal
design the service specification and contract
structure.
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Case study - Tri-borough Passenger Transport
Programme
The Tri-borough Passenger Transport procurement
Programme resulted in new passenger transport
service arrangements for the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea in partnership with the City of
Westminster and the London Borough of Hammersmith
and Fulham.
The aim was to take advantage of the expiry of two
large passenger transport contracts (Enterprise in
Westminster and Crystals in Kensington and Chelsea)
and explore the benefits of a shared approach.
In the event there were several problems with the new
contract, many of them caused by a lack of
consultation with stakeholders and poor or late
information being given to bidders.
There was insufficient analysis of stakeholder needs
and not enough engagement with service users at the
planning stage, which meant the effect of service
changes was underestimated.
The information held on service users was incomplete,
which meant suppliers did not have the full picture,
while poor data regarding previous arrangements also
left contractors having to guess what was required.
The fact that some of the successful bidders were
unfamiliar with the borough’s layout and road systems
meant they were unable to provide the right level of
service at the start of the contract. This was not helped
by the delay in recognising the need for and
establishing a Transport Commissioning Team, which
would have been able to provide more of an expert
overview had it been set up earlier.
The ambition of having a broad spread of potential was
affected by the fact that tenderers were only given the
TUPE details regarding the transfer of staff late in the
procurement process and some smaller companies
were probably deterred from bidding because of the
perceived risk imposed by TUPE rules.
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A full description of the lessons learned from the Triborough Passenger Transport Contract is contained in
Appendix 8.
(l) Gateway review system. A system of “gateway
reviews” should be introduced at critical stages of
medium and high risk/value projects. This would
involve reviewing project objectives, costs and
programme risks at key stages of the process in order
to ensure that errors are corrected at an early stage.
(m) Communications strategies and officer training.
Business units need to have robust communication
strategies in place and need to make sure officers are
properly trained in any new work processes they need
to know about before any new contract starts.
Current officer training in procurement is limited. There
was only a two-day training for 160 staff across the triborough for framework contracts. Officers state that
such training was only at a general level and
insufficient
Case study: Total Facilities Management
A survey following the introduction of the Tri-Borough
Total Facilities Management Contract, which has
generally been hailed as a success, raised significant
concerns about communications.
A representative from the successful tenderer, Amey,
referred to “mixed messages” and said: “Internal
communications between and within the three councils
was not good”. The working group believes future
contract negotiations could be undermined by a
reputation for poor communications.
The same survey highlighted the need for finance staff
to be engaged in the planning process at a much earlier
stage and suggested “HR and Communications input
was poor.”
The working group heard that communications
regarding the letting of the contract were hampered by
the fact that a lead officer was not appointed until the
process was well under way.
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There were also concerns about the fact that the clientside (LiNK) team was not appointed until near the end
of the process, which reduced the value of the team’s
input.
(n) Training budgets. Training budgets should be built
into the scoping and commissioning exercise for major
contracts from the outset to avoid major new processes
failing from day one simply because staff members are
unable to use what the supplier has provided. The
Managed Services and Kensington Town Hall screens
illustrate the importance of staff training in effective
procurement.
Case study: Visual display unit (VDU) screens in
Kensington Town Hall
When the Council’s Special Educational Needs (SEN)
team put forward a case for being provided with larger
screens, officers were concerned over which budgetary
code to use since the screens were to be used by
officers from all three boroughs as part of the Total
Facilities Management service provided by Amey.
After sorting this issue out – involving a delay of
several weeks – the purchase ran into more difficulty
when staff were unable to raise IT equipment orders
using the new software.
Although suppliers BT were contacted immediately, the
problem took many more weeks to resolve, with the
result that staff were forced to bypass the normal
financial controls and go direct to the supplier.
There was more confusion over scanner due to be
installed at the same time as the new screens. Amey
was asked to provide a quotation for the equipment but
a briefing note to Councillors said: “Delays were
encountered as it appeared unclear who should handle
this request.”
(o) Better communications and coordination of
implementations with suppliers. The working group
believes better training and better communications
with the supplier at an early stage would have avoided
these problems.
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(p) Obtain prior agreement for specifications and
implementation of contracts from all affected
Council directorates. The Council should encourage
early “buy in” from all relevant Council departments,
particularly in the case of large or bi-or tri-borough
contracts.
Case study: Total Facilities Management Contract
The “lessons learned” report into the introduction of
the Tri-Borough Total Facilities Management Contract
highlighted the need for “the early involvement of
corporate finance and an understanding of the
potential financial implications of the project.”
The document added: “This was a large project with
complex pricing and it was important that professional
financial involvement was engaged at an early stage.
This was picked up by a number of the external
consultants as an area for improvement. The financial
model used in the procurement process had to be
radically improved and this lost the Council about two
months in the overall process. Key stakeholders did not
seem to understand the savings involved.”
Case study: Fox School project
Better coordination between the Council’s planning and
capital projects teams could have saved a considerable
amount of time in the completion of the school. The
teams had repeated meetings as plans changed on
several occasions.
The full report in the lessons learned on the Total
Facilities Management Contract can be found at
Appendix 9.
(q) Early commencement of development of service
specifications. Work needs to commence on drafting
the service specification early on in the planning stage
in view of its influence on all other stages of the
procurement process including procurement timeline,
compliance, supplier selection, contract management,
price and customer satisfaction. Consideration of the
future service requirements should be addressed 2448 months (depending on value and complexity) before
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expiry of the existing contract. It may sometimes be
useful to have two contracts with separate contractors
for a project: one contract for the development of the
programme scheme and another for the operational
aspects of the contract rather than the same contractor
for both.
Case study: Kensington Academy and Leisure
Centre (KALC)
The contractor was appointed in December 2011 at the
same time approval was given to proceed with an
option that had been excluded from the original
specification. In view of the timescales involved it is
reasonable to suggest that more careful planning
would have captured all the requirements for the
original contract.
(r) Early
establishment
of
key
performance
indicators. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) must
be established at an early stage. Getting the
specification right from day one avoids relying on
often-costly variation orders once the contract is
underway.
(s) Establish Council’s client side team. Ensure the
Council’s client side function is established early in the
planning
process.
For
the
Council’s
Capital
Construction Programme, the Council appointed one
construction company to undertake the client-side role
with and on behalf of the Council to lead the delivery
of all stages of four construction projects5 with other
builders. This appointment gave the Council extensive
external expertise to ensure all phases of the
procurement process were properly carried out. In
large or complex projects, outside experts should be
retained to help the Council obtain what it and its
stakeholders require.
Case studies:


With the Kensington Academy and Leisure Centre
contract it was noted that an important factor in
the scheme’s success was the limited turnover of
staff at RBKC throughout the project. There was

5

The projects included the North Kensington Day Care and Community Hub, the Chelsea Old Town
Hall, the North Kensington Library and the Colville School.
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much more turnover with the contractors who
came to rely on Council officers for advice.


With the Pension Administration contract, while a
smooth transition to Surrey County Council was
expected, experience has taught that it would be
wise for the Client Team’s role and composition to
ideally remain unchanged for the first nine months
of the contract so that the new supplier’s
performance can be closely monitored.

(t) Consider all conflicting policies and procedures.
All potentially conflicting policies and procedures
should be considered and evaluated at the planning
stage of a contract.
Case study: SEN ICT Contract
The working group heard that the delay to installation
of monitors for the SEN ICT contract was made worse
by the fact that the corporate standard had been set
by another Council Programme – Space – and believes
all potentially conflicting policies and procedures
should be considered at the planning stage of a
contract.
3.2

Inadequate advance planning risks violation of
procurement regulations and potential reputational
damage and liabilities to contractors.

3.2.1 Limit use of “emergency” exceptions which avoid
compliance with the EU and English law and Council’s
Contract Regulations. The working group learned that on too
many important occasions, officers had asked the Cabinet and
Scrutiny Committees to approve a contract as an “emergency”
exception to EU and UK procurement laws when the real reason
was not in any sense an emergency but simply a lack of
planning. While officers have the power to use their best
judgment in an emergency, the working group noted that
forgetting to begin contract arrangements in good time was not
the kind of emergency envisaged within the rules.
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(a) One example given was the audit services contract.
When reviewing that contract, the working group noted
a reference to “insufficient timescales” to allow a full
retendering exercise.6
(b) In response, the working group felt there should be
“tighter rules around timescales to ensure that there is
sufficient time to retender” and said Scrutiny
Committees should be notified earlier when
departments proposed to breach procurement rules.
3.2.2 Control of “emergency” procurement rule violations to
preserve Council reputation and avoid claims by
dissatisfied bidders. The Council should no longer accept
poor planning being disguised as an “emergency” and will no
longer sign off officer requests to circumvent EU and UK
procurement rules simply because the process was not started
in good time. Departments should put processes in place to
avoid such a situation. Frequent breaches of procurement rules
based on an unlikely “emergency,” will not only expose the
Royal Borough to reputational damage but also to claims for
damages from potential contractors who were excluded from
the bidding process because of the so-called emergency.
3.3

Delayed planning limits input of scrutiny committees.
The working group feels strongly that officers should anticipate
the need for new or renewed contracts well in advance of
deadlines so that contracts can be properly drafted, following
the required level of consultation, and vetted by the appropriate
scrutiny committee before being advertised to potential bidders.

3.4

Contractual provisions in procurement contracts. The
working group considered the terms of various contracts and
the implications these terms had on contract outcomes.
Although the issue of contractual terms could also be discussed
in the sections on contract letting and contract award, the
working group chose to emphasis the importance in
understanding the likely contract provisions in the planning
stage of procurement. Contracts should cover all possible
eventualities, including changes in contract specifications or the
people managing the contract, cost overruns, failure of the
supplier to meet contract specifications and anything that may

6

In this case, the primary reason for the lack of re-tendering was because the Council was a designated
user of the framework let by the LB Croydon and chose this framework instead of a separate tender.
This framework works well and is in force until 2018. Another reason for extending the contract was to
facilitate Westminster City Council’s joining. In any event planning for such re-tendering exercises
should have commenced at a much earlier stage to allow the Council the opportunity to consider fully
its alternative options.
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affect the quality of service or the price. The working group
makes the following recommendations.
3.4.1 Key Performance Indicators. Key performance Indicators
(KPIs) should be required for all relevant contracts. These may
be national benchmarks or local KPIs but in all cases should be
SMART 7 and not too onerous or they will add to cost. KPIs
should be tailored to the requirements of the service and should
be robust. A flexible approach should be adopted that allows
KPIs to be shaped as the contract progresses (e.g., Total
Facilities Management contract which developed KPIs through
competitive dialogue). KPIs should be put in place early on,
written into the contract specifications and not wait for the
contract to commence. The working group found many Royal
Borough contracts did not contain KPIs. Without KPIs, it is
difficult to define the Council’s expectations from the contract
or to hold contractors to required standards.
Case Study: Total Facilities Management Contract
Designing the TFM contract was a complex, evolving process
with many bidders. It was conducted through Competitive
Dialogue whereby tenderers were invited to come back with
ideas about the contract before a final decision was reached,
including relevant KPIs. The lessons learned paper concluded
that the procurement exercise had worked well and achieved
its aims.
3.4.2 Contract variations or change orders. A primary source of
cost overruns from contract has been the necessity of
variations, often significant, to contracts which have already
been let. Variations at this stage are very costly as the
contractor then has no incentive to keep costs to a minimum
as the bid process has been completed. It is important,
therefore, that detailed advance planning occur to prevent the
need for large contract variations or change orders. Detailed
recommendations about contract variations are contained in
section 6 (Contract Management) of this report.
3.4.3 Business continuity provisions. The working group came
across cases where business continuity and contingency plans
7

SMART is the acronym for:
 Specific
 Measurable
 Achievable
 Relevant
 Timely
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had not been put in place. The department commissioning a
contract should consider as part of the planning process
whether or not the service needs a disaster recovery/business
continuity plan.
(a) Requirement
of
the
contractor’s
disaster
recovery/business
continuity
plan.
The
requirement for the contractor to establish and
maintain a Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity Plan
should be included in all contracts as determined by
the outcome of a Business Continuity/Disaster
Recovery impact assessment undertaken during the
planning phase of a contract. This is necessary to
mitigate the risk of a breakdown in service delivery as
a result of the contractor failing to deliver the specified
services or as a result of an emergency.
(b) Computer programmes and data. Language should
be included in the business continuity section of
relevant contracts to require that it must be possible
for all computer programmes and systems used by the
contractor to deliver the service and the data
generated by and stored on them should have the
ability to be transferred to the Council’s ICT network
and systems and be operable from the commencement
date of the contract. In the event of a failure by the
contractor, the Council must be in a position either to
have another contractor take over the provision of
these services or be able to deliver the service itself
with minimal or preferably no interruption to the
service. If the Council and contractors’ systems are not
compatible and interface is not possible the required
transition to the Council’s systems may be long and
protracted. It should also be a condition that in such
circumstances the Council should not bear the cost of
the systems and data transfer.
3.4.4 Contract extensions.
(a) Options of Council to extend contracts favoured.
Officers should consider adding options to contracts to
provide the Council with the right, but not the
obligation, to extend any contract for one or more
periods. Placing such language in the contract allows
the Council to avoid legally having to put the contract
out to tender frequently upon the expiration of the
original contract term. Contract extensions should be
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explicit in all contract documentation. Bidders need to
know the options available in advance of the closing
date for expressions of interest, or the Council may
lose bidders if the contract length is misunderstood and
deemed to be too short or long. Extensions should be
for successive one-year periods and not for, e.g., a
single three-year extension. The Council should have
multiple one-year extension options for all relevant
contracts. However, these optional extensions should
not be utilised without first seeking authority to do so
in writing from the relevant Director and in sufficient
time to enable a competition to be held, if authority to
extend is not granted. Extension options should not be
limited to multi-year renewals.
(b) Terms contained in the optional contract
extension rights. Provision should be included in the
contract under Extensions that the Contractors margin
under any such contract extension should be subject to
the same margins as in the original contract term.
3.4.5 Caution over Contracts where Council is to work in
partnership with Contractor. The working group noted the
risks involved in developing the terms of a contract “in
partnership” with a supplier who, once in place, can dictate new
contract terms and higher costs and require supplementary
contracts or variations. Royal Borough procurement officers
have described how in many cases they wish to enter into
contracts with contractors for the supply of goods and services
without specified outcomes or duties and obligations or KPIs of
the contractor. They prefer to develop those outcomes by
mutual agreement over the course of the contract. While no
one disputes the value of continuous improvement over the
course of a contract and, of course, it is always pleasant to work
collaboratively, it is important that the contract specifies
exactly what services the contractor is to perform, the required
standards of performance, the amount the contractor is to be
paid and the consequences for the contractor’s failure to deliver
as required. See Holland Park School case study and lessons
learned in Appendix 10.
Failure to make these requirements allows the contractor, who
has already been awarded the contract and has no fear of being
replaced because of the costs and delays of commencing a new
procurement tender, to dictate his own terms or service,
performance standards and compensation. Such practices have
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led the Council to unfortunate results, such as the cost overruns
on the Holland Park School.
3.4.6 Proportionality and flexibility required in contracts. The
time and effort expended in procurement should be
proportionate to the cost of the goods and services being
procured and the value of the service to the relevant
stakeholders. When the working group attempted to hire a
writer to organize this report, and to work under the direct
supervision of councillors serving on the working group for a
cost of only £2,000 pounds, the Royal Borough’s procurement
team produced a contract of 19 pages, including extensive
standard terms, and required, among many other things,
professional indemnity insurance in the amount of £5 million.
Needless to say, there was no writer willing to sign such a
contract or who had such indemnity insurance.
The working group supported the idea of flexibility in terms of
service delivery methods by contractors, but emphasized that
flexibility and vague contracts should not be prioritised over the
need for proportionate and controlled costs.
Similarly, the terms of contracts, the KPIs and other
requirements should be relevant and appropriate to the goods
or services being acquired. Unduly burdensome contracts which
are disproportionate to the requirements results in
unnecessarily higher costs, time delays and wasted officer time
for the Council.
3.4.7 Value for money and continuous improvement. While
requiring "value for money" and "continuous improvement,"
when exposing services to competition is encouraged, if there
are no specified definitions or standards about how to measure
whether such provisions are met, it cannot be demonstrated.
More specific or granular standards which are clear and
identifiable should therefore be included in the terms and
conditions of the contract. Without more specificity, such as
improving definable performance by a specified percentage
each year, these vague terms are not legally enforceable and
mean very little. Such general provisions are frequently seen in
Royal Borough contracts. See, e.g., Violence against Women
and Girls (VAWG) contract. Although the Council should seek
to establish specific and clear performance criteria and
contractually provide for these objective requirements, the
general contract terms of value for money and continuous
improvement do have some value on their own, however, as
they may indicate the Council’s expectations and when a
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specific measure is identified, the Council may be able to
require the contractor to implement such measure on the basis
that it improves value for money or the quality of the service.
3.4.8 Time is of the essence. A clause should also be included in
the contract to the effect that "time is of the essence." This
clause will prevent the contractor(s) from causing unnecessary
delays and make them responsible for immediate corrections of
defaults. The Council’s right to damages against the contractor,
if the contractor fails to perform his duty, will commence at a
much earlier stage is “time is of the essence” is included in the
contract.
3.4.9 All professional standards. Contracts should require
contractors to use "all professional standards and techniques"
in future, rather than "all reasonable professional standards
and techniques.” A contractor should be expected to follow all
professional standards, which are presumed to be reasonable.
Introducing a lesser standard will cause unnecessary disputes
as to whether the contractor is responsible for defective
service. See Violence against Women and Girls Contract for
inappropriate use of “all reasonable professional standards.”
3.4.10 Specifications in contracts. Contracts should be clear and
comprehensive about what is expected. They should include a
detailed description of the contractor's services and duties, the
number and qualifications of personnel involved, locations at
which services will be provided, the times and dates of
operations and all other relevant details. Key performance
indicators should also be spelled out in detail.
While a contract needs to be flexible in its approach to
encourage innovation and efficiency, it also needs to be robust
to ensure transparency and enable pricing to be reviewed in the
context of proportionality.
Service specifications should not be too prescriptive.
Case study: Holland
Equipment Contract

Park

School

Furniture

and

In the case of the Holland Park School’s fixed furniture and
equipment contract, the specification listed the exact brand and
supplier of the items favoured by the school. This kind of
contract is not only contrary to EU procurement regulations but
limits the options and potential supplier network and could
result in potential savings being missed.
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3.4.11 Do not make informal commitments to contractors.
Councillors and officers should be reminded that they should
not make intentionally or unintentionally promises to third
parties ahead of a formal contract.
The working group was aware that Councillors had on some
occasions agreed to fund or buy goods or services before a
formal contract had been drawn up. On one occasion the
councillor involved had later suggested it would be
embarrassing if the Council failed to honour his verbal
agreement.
3.4.12 Insurance provisions. Careful consideration should be given
to the terms of insurance provisions.
(a) No limit of liability. In general, insurance terms
should be contract relevant, whether specific or
generic. The liability of the contractor should not be
limited to the amount of insurance the contractor
carries. The amounts and types of insurance and
indemnities should be based on an adequate
assessment of potential risk. Many Council contracts
have arbitrarily determined insurance or indemnity
coverage. See, e.g., Violence against Women and Girls
(VAWG) Contract.
(b) Risk assessment expert. In appropriate cases, the
Council should enter into a contract with a risk
assessment expert who is contracted to give advice on
the reasonableness of the liability and insurance
limitations. The Council should seek specific advice on
whether the indemnity and insurance level for each
service provided is adequate to protect it.
3.4.13 Termination of contracts. Standard terms in Council
contracts make it very difficult to terminate contracts even
where a contractor is not performing properly. Consideration
should be given to whether the Council can terminate a contract
without cause and without cost penalties on giving three
months’ advance notice and not the current provision of six
months’ notice and after giving a defaulting contractor two
critical default notices instead of four notices.
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Case study: Violence against Women and Girls (VAWG)
Contract


The working group noted officers’ view that six months
would provide sufficient time to tell whether the concept
of a VAWG service was viable and that the contractors
could achieve the outcomes required. Officers considered
that three months might be too short a period as well as
being commercially unattractive to providers.



The strategy adopted the approach of allowing six months
for the contractor to implement the contract before it could
be terminated without cause and without cost penalties for
the Council. The working group recommends that a period
of three months should be considered.



On some occasions, however, it might be appropriate to
include provision for a six-month term to determine if the
service is effective; particularly to account for recruitment
of large numbers of staff and other mobilisation concerns.

3.4.14 Liquidated damages (penalty clauses). Liquidated
damages may be in the form of financial penalties being
deducted from the contractor’s invoice for each event where
the contractor failed to deliver the specified service. It may not
however be appropriate, depending on service/budget/risk, to
apply liquidated damages therefore the parameters for this to
occur need to be stated in the contract. Penalty clauses should
be explicit, robust, proportionate and effective. They must
reflect actual losses to the Council. Council contracts appear
rarely to use liquidated damages clauses, except for capital
projects where their use is now usual practice.
The working group would like to see a more robust approach
to penalty clauses, which should cover all costs the council is
likely to face in the event of a problem.
Case study: Pensions Administration Contract
After considering the issues which led to the Council moving
the contract for the administration of its pension scheme from
Capita to a Section 101 Delegation Agreement with Surrey
County Council, the working group noted that penalty clauses
applied to Capita could and should have been more robust.
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The working group recognises some large organisations, e.g.,
Serco, Capita and Civica, are able to pick and choose the
contracts they compete for and are content to forego contract
opportunities whose terms they consider place too much risk
on them. In most cases even these large companies will
regularly consider larger risks if appropriately compensated for
such risks. It is the Council’s duty to advise Cabinet Members
on the best balance between costs and risks to achieve the
most appropriate service and risk allocation for the Council.
This is all part of achieving the terms most effective for the
Council, considering all the relevant factors.
Significant costs were incurred in transferring the data from
Capita to the new service provider, a cost that had to be
borne by the Council earlier than expected due to the
termination of the Capita contract prior to its original
contractual end date – a situation the working group wants to
avoid in future by considering whether contracts should contain
additional penalty clauses for the supplier in the event that
unexpected or premature data transfer and other costs are
incurred due to unsatisfactory service delivery from the supplier.
It believes that the Council should not be left with costs for
contract alterations or supplements that are much higher than
it would have agreed to at the time the original contract was
signed. It also suggests that future contracts with a data
element must include a requirement that the data can be
transferred to the Council’s systems if the contractor fails.
Similarly, when it considered the Kensington Academy and
Leisure Centre contract, the working group felt that the penalty
clauses were insufficient.
3.4.15 Advance payments to contractors. Payments in advance of
a contractor’s completing the specified work should only be
permitted in exceptional circumstances, i.e., where there are
compelling reasons to do so and where they have been
authorised by the relevant Executive Director having consulted
the Cabinet Member. Payment for goods and services should
generally be made only after delivery of the services and receipt
of an invoice at the prescribed intervals. Otherwise, a
contractor could collect the money and disappear without
performing the contracted services. The Council has several
contracts which provide for advance payments. There may be
some circumstances may be appropriate, such as where there
are initial costs of goods to commence a project, which are
typically prepaid in the commercial sector.
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Section 2(6) of the Kensington and Chelsea Compact dealing
with third sector contractors commits the Royal Borough to
make payments in advance of expenditure, “unless exceptional
circumstances apply.” This Section of the Compact recognises
the financial limits of some small voluntary sector organisations
who operate on the financial margins and for whom
retrospective payment schedules would affect their ability to
participate in contracts.
Case study: Violence against Women and Girls (VAWG)
Contract
While in this case the pre-market engagement indicated that
the provisions of the Compact apply and commits the Council
to make payments to the contractor in advance of expenditure,
this should ordinarily be avoided; the default position being the
payment of a contractor within 30 days from receipt of invoice.
3.4.16 Change of ownership or control of contractor. There
should be a provision in Council contracts providing that where
there is a change of ownership of the contractor or any parent
(or parent of parent) of more than 50%, that such a change of
control would require the Council's consent. The Council might
also consider requiring Council approval if there is a change in
the Board of Directors (including shadow directors) or control
of the contractor. Such a provision prevents a contractor being
controlled by persons who had not been vetted or approved
when the original contract was let. See, e.g., the Passenger
Transport programme contract at Appendix 8.
3.4.17 Prohibition of assignment. Contracts should prohibit or limit
contract assignment, sub-contracting, mergers or other
changes in control where such a change is likely to result in the
service being provided by unqualified or undesirable service
providers. The Council encountered problems when the original
contractor for the Passenger Transport Contract assigned the
contract to a third party which lacked the capabilities and
stability of the original contractor, resulting in service failures
to the Council.
3.4.18 Cost recovery by Council where contractor fails to deliver
promised services. Council contracts should allow for
recovery of the cost of change incurred by the Council during
the transition of a contract from the incumbent supplier to the
new one. For example, if the transfer of data is integral to a
new system, such as the move of the Pensions Administration
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contract from Capita to a Section 101 Delegation Agreement
with Surrey CC, the losses incurred by the Council should be
reimbursed by the original contractor whose services failed to
meet required standards.
3.4.19 Transfer of risk in contracts. Business units should ensure
they transfer the risks in a contract to the service provider as
fully as possible. Transferring risk to a contractor will likely
result in increased contract costs. There is always a balance
between risk and cost. Transferring risk could involve, for
example, providing in a contract that the contractor’s
compensation will be reduced if the service provided does not
meet Council specifications or KPIs or is not delivered on time.
Too often officers are surprised when contractors meet contract
terms but do not meet Council’s expectations. Usually, the
Council will then be forced to incur additional costs to ensure
the service delivery meets its expectations.
Case study: Kensington Academy and Leisure Centre
(KALC) and Holland Park School (HPS) Construction
Contract
Unlike KALC, where the risk was assigned to the contractor at
an early stage, this did not happen where HPS was concerned.
There were still disputes on-going about liability for some
defects at HPS some two years after completion.

4.

Contract Letting

4.1

Determination of what is available in the market.
Robust planning should include an assessment of the market
place to determine what is available, any new developments in
the service area and associated technology and whether there
are any gaps that might compromise the Council’s ability to
achieve its vision for the service. Good market analysis and
needs/gap assessment will result in a clear understanding of
what is available in the market place; whether the aspirations
of the service can be met; and a well-run competition can be
launched, attracting more than sufficient interest. What
emerged from working group discussions is the need to exploit
all of the various tools available at the contract letting stage to
ensure a robust competition and optimum outcome for the
Council.
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Once the business unit has a clear understanding of what is
available in the market place and has confirmed that it can
deliver a service that meets its aspirations, it can focus on
encouraging suppliers to compete for the contract. The working
group recommends that the publication of all notice and
advertisements are beyond just capitalEsourcing and are wide
ranging enough to maximize interest.
Case study: Holland Park School project
At the start of the Holland Park School project, the competition
was restricted to four companies, of which only two expressed
an interest in the tender.
In the event, neither of the two companies submitted a bid,
wasting the Council’s time and resources and meaning that the
competition had to be re-run. This is clearly not acceptable, and
so the working group believes that notices and advertisements
should be published widely to maximise interest.
4.2

Ensure adequate competition
Those who are procuring goods or services on behalf of the
Council need to make good use of all the tools available at the
contract letting stage to ensure there is a high level of
competition amongst suppliers in order to achieve the best
outcome for the people of the borough.

4.2.1 Recruitment of additional potential bidders. The Council
should not rely solely on capitalEsourcing for potential bidders.
Advertisements and public notices should be widely
disseminated and suitably detailed and sufficiently appealing to
encourage full competition.
Details of advertised projects over £5k should be sent to all
registered on the system who were interested in a particular
area of business, including medium and small businesses.
Three quotations are required for contracts between £5,000
and £164.176. This process is simpler than a full tender
process which is required for contracts above £164,176.
Companies have to pre-qualify and register. Some small
companies do not like to bid online, so more work is required
to encourage them. The Contract Regulations require all
requests for quotations for contracts greater than £25,000 to
be publicly advertised on the capitalEsourcing site. Where the
value is over £25,000 the opportunity is also published on
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Contracts Finder. Quotations for contracts valued at less than
£25,000 can now be obtained by any means (see Contract Reg.
2.27 (b)).
4.2.2 Appropriate contract specifications necessary. To
maximise interest from suitable suppliers, the service
specification must be fit for purpose and not overly-prescriptive
or ambitious that it deters potential suppliers from bidding for
a contract. The drafting specification guidelines on the Intranet
and associated template warn against over-specifying a service
requirement.
Case study: Holland Park School Fixed Furniture and
Equipment contract.
In the Holland Park School Fixed Furniture and Equipment
contract, the exact brand and supplier of the items of furniture
favoured by the school were listed in the specification. This
approach is contrary to the EU Procurement Regulations which
require those brand names and other references which would
have the effect of favouring or eliminating particular providers
must be avoided and that equivalence must be accepted.
4.2.3 Expand base of potential contractors. The Council should
seek to make a wider range of providers, including local small
businesses, public sector organizations, voluntary groups,
charities and social enterprises, aware of procurement
opportunities and include them in the bidding process for
Council contracts. The Council should look at its processes and
seek to make it easier for charities and other smaller providers
to bid for contracts.
(a) The procurement working group considered a
submission from Kensington and Chelsea Social
Council which pointed out some of the difficulties
smaller organisations have when seeking to bid for
contracts:
Kensington and Chelsea Social Council has gathered
much feedback from local voluntary organisations over
the years and has concluded that “commissioning
processes are often not very accessible for small
organizations.”
Among other comments made in a report to the
working group, the authors referred to processes as
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“overly arduous, time consuming and complex for a
small amount of funding.” The report added: “If a
commissioning process is very complex and time
consuming it greatly disadvantages small organisations
and means they are not on a level playing field with
larger providers.”
KCSP believes the CapitalEsourcing Online Portal is
“not
very user friendly” and “appears to be
designed for large companies bidding for large
contracts”, and the report said some forms lacked
guidance notes or included unclear questions.
The Council’s tendency to “bundle up” different
services into contracts covering larger geographical
areas instead of smaller localised ones also came in for
criticism. “For locally based organisations serving small
geographical areas this creates a significant barrier for
them to compete for these contracts,” the report said.
The social council also pointed out that commissioners
had said it could no longer give feedback to small
organisations on draft funding applications but could
only answer queries, something it felt helped
perpetuate the “uneven playing field.”
(b) Kensington and Chelsea Social Council (KCSP) should
be consulted on the wording of future tenders aimed at
smaller providers.
(c) The provisions of the “Kensington and Chelsea
Compact” should apply (the other boroughs have
similar documents). The compact is “An agreement for
working together in partnership for the public,
voluntary and community sectors.” It sets out a
number of principles which, whilst not being legally
binding, the Council is expected to follow when
procuring services from the third sector.
(d) The Council should review the rule that currently
prevents KCSP offering feedback on draft funding
applications from smaller organisations.
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4.3

Performance, financial and technical vetting
It is vital to ensure that the Council brings on board suppliers
that are capable of delivering the right standard of product or
service, at the agreed price and in the agreed timescale.
Inadequate performance and poor financial and technical
vetting risks the Council’s signing a deal with a supplier who is
unable to fulfill the contract, has no track record of doing the
job required, fails to hit deadlines, becomes insolvent or
attempts to increase the costs of the work. The degree of
financial and technical assessment required of suppliers should
be commensurate with the risks involved.

4.3.1 Pre-contract evaluation of bidders. The Council should find
ways of improving its pre-contract evaluation of bidders and
consider more use of consultants in specialist or particularly
complex procurements.
4.3.2 Assessment should be proportionate to risk involved. The
degree of financial and technical assessment must be
commensurate with the risks involved. The Council could accept
the relatively low risk associated with low-valued contracts and
establish a general threshold, e.g. £50,000, below which no
formal technical or financial vetting exercises will normally be
required.
4.3.3 Key risks. Some of the key risks are:
(a) Lack of capability of the service provider to fulfil the
contract
(b) Credibility of the contractor is untested
(c) Contractor insolvency
(d) Timeline slippage
(e) Cost escalation.
4.3.4 There should be better communication with, and feedback to,
bidders taking part in a competitive process, particularly those
who are unsuccessful. Problems have arisen in Council
contracts where goals of the Council and the contract
specifications were not clear. This resulted in contract problems
and failure as demonstrated by the Passenger Transport
Contract.
4.3.5 Contracts should be clear about specifications. Contracts
should be clear about what is expected. They should include a
detailed description of the contractor's services and duties, the
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number and qualifications of personnel involved, locations at
which services will be provided, the times and dates of
operations and all other relevant details. Key performance
indicators should also be spelled out in better detail and with
more specificity. The Passenger Transport Programme and the
Holland Park School projects are examples of prior weaknesses
in specifications.
4.3.6 Financial appraisal. There should be a clear display of a policy
for making financial assessments, which should be applied
equally to all applicants. Appraisal should result in a
recommended contract limit and maximum total value of all
contracts to be let to each firm at any point in time.
4.3.7 Corroboration of contractor statements. Checks should be
made during the appraisal process to corroborate all
statements and representations made, such as financial
statements as to annual turnover, schemes completed, etc.
4.3.8 Check references. Where public procurement law allows it,
references should be obtained from a range of existing users of
services provided by prospective bidders.
4.3.9 Consultations with other councils about contractor
performance. Council business units should talk to other
councils about their experience with service providers to find
out about potential problems regarding contract specifications,
quality of performance and contractual disputes. Where
problems came to light, such as in other councils’ Amey and BT
contracts, closer due diligence should be followed and
additional precautions taken. References are a standard part of
the Pre-qualification (PQQ) process – Section 6 of the Crown
Commercial Services (CCS) PQQ. Such an approach may have
saved the Council substantial costs and delays.
Case Study: Managed Services and the BT contract
The working group was concerned to find that problems faced
by other councils when dealing with BT, which supplied a
significant part of the Managed Services Programme, had been
in the public domain before the contract was let.
At its request, the working group was provided with a summary
of the portfolio of BT’s services to other councils from an ERP
perspective. It was noted that although BT provided different
technology services platforms to other councils and were in
joint ventures with them in contrast to providing a managed
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services contract for the Council, other councils had made
publicly known their high level of dissatisfaction with BT’s
services, The working group felt that the Council should have
taken more note of the issues raised.
The chairman submitted that other councils should be consulted
before entering a contract for similar types of services, even
though not identical, to one that had caused problems, if only
so the Council could undertake a more detailed due diligence
check and take extra precautions as appropriate.
Although the group was told that companies at the time could
not be excluded from the tender process on the basis of their
performance elsewhere, members felt seeking more
information from the council involved would have been helpful
and should happen in future. This is no longer entirely the case
under Regulation 57 of PCR 2015 which permits the exclusion
of bidders which exhibited “significant or persistent deficiencies”
under a prior contract.
4.3.10 Don’t blindly use frameworks. Business units should not
automatically use existing public sector frameworks, but should
think carefully about other options and only use frameworks
where they are the best way forward.
4.3.11 Consider alternatives to frameworks. Consideration should
be given to the design of a process to be followed for making
sure that a framework provides best value for money compared
to exposing a service to full competition. This process is called
benchmarking where bids outside the framework are obtained
to establish the robustness of the framework. Frameworks do
not always offer the most competitive contracting alternatives.
There are, for example, two single-supplier frameworks
provided by ESPO and CCS for a service. To identify which
offers best value for money, or whether better value for money
could be achieved by running a tender process without going to
a framework, the Council should occasionally consider running
a benchmarking exercise.
Case study: National Army Museum street paving
The Council was asked by the National Army Museum (NAM) if
it would consider improving the public highway outside its
premises. With no Council budget available, and since the work
was directly related to the museums refurbishment, the
authority told NAM it would need to meet the cost of works to
the public highway.
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At the same time, the Council insisted that the work should be
carried out by its own contractor at rates that were higher than
NAM had been quoted.
The working group understands that on occasions the Council’s
contract price may be affected by particular provisions, it
believes that if there is clearly a cheaper price available to a
partner organisation, the authority should consider such
options even if they fall outside the usual framework. In this
particular case, officers pointed out that the stringent
specifications required by Highways precluded the use of a
private contractor.
4.3.12 Reference existing strategies in contract specifications.
When drawing up pre-contract specifications, departments
should refer to existing strategies, for instance being careful to
reference the IT strategy in cases involving online services.
4.3.13 Use risk registers in project management. Risk registers
should be used as an aid to project management, not simply
set up as a task that needs to be completed for the sake of
appearances. A risk register and log should be included in all
contracts throughout the procurement process and contract
term. The procurement guidance on KCNet highlights the key
risks at each stage of the procurement process. The current
Shared Services Risk Management guidance does not specify
the frequency with which risk registers are reviewed; it is
recommended that this is done “periodically.” Risk registers
should be updated at specified intervals of less than three
months and perhaps even weekly. This would have likely
prevented cost overruns at Holland Park School.
4.3.14 Contract bidders should not control contract content. It
is often useful to obtain the fair and open input of contract
service providers in the specifications for some Council
contracts. The Council terms and conditions will apply to all
contracts and, after the contract terms are put out to bid,
bidders should not be allowed to influence their content. A
clause to this effect is included in the standard Instructions to
Tenderers.
4.3.15 Supply chain risk mitigation. The working group also looked
at ways of mitigating the likelihood and impact of service
failures caused by weaknesses in the supply chain. Appendix
11 defines the supply chain, the risks involved and the ways of
mitigating those risks.
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5.

Contract Award and Implementation

5.1

Compliance with procurement laws and regulations.

5.1.1 Required compliance with Contract Regulations.
Evaluating and awarding contracts must, without exception,
comply with the law and with the Council’s Contract
Regulations; any deviation could expose the Council to
challenge from an aggrieved bidder or, in some cases, from the
European Commission.8
5.1.2 Contract Regulations vary with size of contract. Contract
Regulations stipulate, for example, that all procurement
projects for contracts over £500,000 should be managed in
accordance with PRINCE 2 principles. A guide to using PRINCE
2 can be found on the intranet.
5.1.3 Council’s Financial Procedure Rules are mandatory.
(a) The Council’s Financial Procedure Rules are clear about
the need to comply with existing procedures. Failure to
comply with the rules, as set out in part 4 D of the
Council’s Constitution and associated guidance may
lead to employees being charged with serious or gross
misconduct and subject to disciplinary procedures.
(b) Council employees and third party service providers
have a duty to report breaches of regulations to an
appropriate manager and the Director of Audit. In all
cases the regulations must be followed before any
expenditure is incurred.
(c) Executive Directors are responsible for the overall
financial management within their Department and for
ensuring that their staff are aware of, and comply with,
the rules. They can delegate these responsibilities, but
only in writing under an approved scheme of delegation.
(d) Line managers are responsible for the day-to-day
financial operation of their team and need to ensure
that staff follow the Financial Procedure Rules.

The European Union, United Kingdom and Council’s Contract regulations, the
governing structural frameworks for the rules and guidelines recommended in this
report, are more fully set forth in Appendix 11.
8
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(e) Executive Directors must report all but minor breaches
in Financial Procedure Rules to the relevant Cabinet
Member and the Town Clerk.
5.2

Rules for selection, award and publication.

5.2.1 The selection and award criteria relating to each contract must
be published in the original advertisement/notice or in the
procurement documents at the outset of the competition and
cannot be amended later.
5.2.2 There are also rules regarding notifying tenderers of the
outcome of each stage of the competition, and in this case the
Council’s standard must be maintained at all times.
5.3

Dialogue with contractors. Officers responsible for
procurement should keep dialogue with prospective contractors
to an absolute minimum throughout the competition to ensure
transparency and equal treatment, with exchanges restricted
to clarification bulletins only.

5.4

Contract authorisation. While officers throughout the
authority are involved in every stage of the preparatory work,
it is important to note that all contracts must be authorised by
the Council’s Cabinet or the relevant Cabinet Member or
Director (depending on the value). Directors may delegate
responsibility for agreeing contracts up to a certain value to
nominated members of their department as approved by the
relevant Cabinet Member.

5.5

Guideline recommendation. Business units should be
reminded of the regulations around evaluating and awarding
contracts and officers who are given approval to make
procurement decisions should confirm their understanding of
those regulations.

5.6

Key control risks. The working group found instances where
the following risks existed in contracts.

5.6.1 Contract documents incomplete or unsigned. Contract
agreements are incomplete and/or are not completed and
signed by both parties until long after delivery of the work or
services commences.
5.6.2 Specifications not robust. Specifications contained within
contract agreements do not clearly describe the services to be
performed.
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5.6.3 No method of calculation of payments due. The terms and
conditions of contracts do not describe how payments to
contractors are to be calculated from the rates and prices
contained within the associated pricing schedules.
5.7

Project control. The following steps should be taken to
facilitate better service delivery under a contract.

5.7.1 Draft accurate specifications. Project sponsors should
ensure a specification is produced at an early stage reflecting
the service requirements and has been produced in accordance
with the project brief agreed by Cabinet or designated Cabinet
member.
5.7.2 Appoint officer to monitor service delivery. As soon as
possible an officer is formally made responsible for monitoring
service delivery and they are briefed on the content of the
specification.
5.7.3 Clear specifications. Specifications clearly describe the works
or services to be delivered, the standards to be achieved and
any relevant legislation that applies.
5.7.4 Cross reference pricing documents to specifications.
Pricing documents are prepared that are clearly crossreferenced to the respective specifications.
5.7.5 Tender documents clearly state how payments to be
calculated. Tender invitation documents submitted to
potential candidates clearly state, by reference to the
specification and pricing documents, how payments are to be
calculated and processed to the successful candidate.
5.7.6 Ensure contract documents are complete and accurate.
Before the formal contract documents are sent to the successful
contractor, confirm that the documents are complete and
accurate, for example, documents should include the
specification, completed pricing document and any significant
post-tender correspondence managed through capitalEsourcing.
5.7.7 Final version of documents provided to monitoring
officer. Copies of the final versions of the specification and
pricing documents, those included in the contract agreement,
are provided to those individuals who will be responsible for
monitoring service delivery and/or processing payments.
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5.7.8 Sign and exchange contracts before commencement of
work. Before the project team is authorised to instruct the
service provider or contractor to commence delivery of the
service or to start work, a formal contract must have been
signed or exchanged.

6.

Contract management
Strong contract management is vital to protect the interests of
the Council and depends on the effectiveness of the controls
set out in the agreement between the Council and the
contractor.
Once the contract is in place, suppliers can exploit gaps in the
specification or the terms of the agreement in order to
negotiate changes in the terms of engagement, either to
increase the price, to reduce or alter the service provision or to
cease providing less profitable aspects of the service. See
Appendix 13 for methods of monitoring Key Performance
Indicators.
A clearly expressed contract will leave the contractor very little
room to negotiate the terms, even for contract variations.
To minimise risk, details of how the contract will be managed
and what is expected of the contractor must be decided at the
planning stage. The contract should set out how the
performance will be measured and be clear about how any
liquidated damages clause will be applied to the contract.

6.1

Need for control of variations of contract provisions
(change orders). Changes that take place after a contract has
been let can result in late delivery of the project, increased
costs, additional work and pressure on resources. Projects
exceed their budgets or programmes because changes, as
determined by the working group after its consideration of the
Holland Park School and other projects, “are simply allowed to
happen.” They are often subject to “scope creep” whereby
changes occur without review, adding to the work of the project,
and sometimes delaying the schedule, increasing the costs,
and/or causing late issues to arise.
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Case study: Holland Park School (HPS)
In 2013, the Cabinet was asked to approve a major overspend
on Holland Park School, a project which ran into considerable
financial difficulties for a variety of reasons.
The Council chose to use a “traditional” procurement route
rather than a design and build approach (which transfers more
risk to the contractor) because at the time the contract was let
the construction market was buoyant and contractors were
choosier.
In the event this route led to the cost escalating, as once the
contractor had won the initial contract and become part of the
team, it gained considerable power over future pricing.
The Executive Decision Report seeking Council approval for
additional funding revealed that the contractor “worked with
the design team providing tender returns which indicated that
the project was on budget until the very last moment, when
[the contractor] suddenly presented a tender which was very
significantly over budget.”
At one point, the project was set to exceed the budget
allocation by more than £6 million, and a value engineering
exercise had to be commissioned to reduce the costs. Retendering would have caused unacceptable delays.
Costs continued to rise, with much of the extra expense caused
by additional work agreed through the change control process,
often as a result of requests from outside partners, such as the
school.
The working group was also concerned at the fact that because
the Council had not transferred the risks involved in the Holland
Park School project to the contractor, it was still involved in
disputes over liability for some defects.
Referring to an extra piece of work related to pipe work at the
old school swimming pool, the Executive Decision Report
revealed: ”The works were instructed via the change control
process and, as the condition of this supply was far worse than
first envisaged, the costs escalated.”
In total, more than 600 change control forms were generated
by this one project, leading to a number of issues with contract
management. The decision report accepted that: “…the culture
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established has led to the client design team continuing to
make changes unauthorised by the Council.”
While the Holland Park School report is historic and changes
have been made to procurement processes in the meantime,
the working group is determined to see that lessons are learned
from it. For a full report of the lessons learned from the Holland
Park School case, see Appendix 10.
6.1.1 Need for formal change control procedure. The purpose of
a formal change control procedure is to enable all parties
involved in a project to formally record and consider the real or
potential impact of any change on the works or services that
are being delivered, before the change is authorised. The real
impact of changes may result in other more economical
solutions not being reviewed or implemented. The objective of
the change control system is therefore to identify, record,
appraise and approve changes.
6.1.2 Reasons of contract variations. Variations of contract are
necessary to deal with emergencies or circumstances not
foreseen at the point of exposing a service to competition. By
implication variation orders are exposed to exploitation, e.g.,
contractors, who have already been awarded the primary
contract, dictating costs if they are not managed well.
6.1.3 Provisions to address change order requests. The
Council’s contract review and approvals processes should
therefore provide, specifically in advance for the pricing of
change orders or supplemental contract requirements, so that
the Council is not left with large additional costs for contract
alterations or supplements, which may well be in excess of what
the Council might have agreed had such costs been known at
the time of letting the original contract. The longer the contract
term, the more certain it is that variation clauses will be called
upon. Therefore, there should be more extensive provisions
within the Council’s procurement rules and terms and
conditions dealing with appropriate governance for variations
and change orders.
6.1.4 Control margins of change orders. Working group members
wanted to make sure the contractor or service provider could
not charge a higher price or apply a higher profit margin on
contract variation requests than allowed on the original
contract, if the Council asked for the contract to be extended,
altered or improved. The working group also recommended any
variation orders relating to supplementary or extended
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contracts were based on a pre-agreed margin or fixed price.
Contract variations or change orders should be managed on an
open book accounting basis, with all budgets approved by
Council in advance and the profit and overhead margins limited
to the same margins (or less) provided in the original
contract. For example, if the original contract provided for a
10% margin for overhead and profit, any change order should
not allow the contractor to charge any greater profit and
overhead margin on the cost of such change order.
6.1.5 Approvals of contract variations. The Council should
establish robust criteria for approving contract variations,
especially where there could be a material increase in cost. The
approval should be considered by a senior officer with good
knowledge of contracts and contract variations. The officer
should consider the necessity and importance of the change,
alternatives to the proposed change, whether the change will
materially benefit the project, the requirements of the project
stakeholders, the cost implications and the impact and benefit
to the Royal Borough.
(a) Clear requests with reasons for contract
variations. A clear and documented request for
changes process is introduced at the outset of a project
that enables any party involved in the project to
request a change. Each request should describe the
reason for the change and what it would affect in terms
of project deliverables as well as what resources and
time would be needed to implement and validate the
change.
(b) Describe priority for variation or change request.
In order that all requests for change receive
appropriate action, each should state a priority, such
as essential for example where there is a new local
policy or desirable if the change would be nice to have.
(c) Change authorizations more stringent over time.
Typically, change control should grow more stringent
as the project progresses, in order to protect the
Council against late, disruptive changes.
(d) Appraise requests and options for change orders.
Change requests are appraised to quantify their likely
impact on the time, cost and quality of the works or
services being delivered. Such appraisals should
include an appraisal of the do-nothing option by
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identifying implications should a change request be
rejected.
(e) Consider options to variation requests or change
orders. Options for delivering the requested change
should be identified and appraised to determine if an
alternate option to the Royal Borough is available that
would have a lesser impact on the project objectives.
(f) Approval of changes by senior officer. Changes
should be approved by an appropriate authorised
officer, Project or Programme Manager on behalf of a
Senior Responsible Officer and within a stipulated time.
(g) Maintain change request logs. Change request logs
should be maintained alongside other project
documentation, such as risk and issue logs, so that a
satisfactory audit trail can be provided.
(h) Change control in tri-borough contracts. Triborough contracts need to include change variation
clauses that protect the Royal Borough from receiving
a lesser service because of competing or contradictory
demands from the other authorities involved.
Case study: Violence against Women and Girls
The Violence against Women and Girls (VAWG) project
was an example considered by the working group. With
the funding from the Mayor’s Office for Policing and
Crime (MOPAC) conditional on it being a Tri-borough
service, the members sought an assurance that that
the variation clause was adequate to protect the
interests of all three councils.
6.2

Risk mitigation actions. The working group accepts that even
with robust change management procedures in place, events
may occur that cause a project to finish late, exceed its budget
or not meet its original brief fully.

6.2.1 Risk management process required. To lessen the impacts
of such events, the working group believes a risk management
process should be set up to identify events that may have a
negative impact on the project at the start and manage those
risks through to completion.
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The Chartered Institute of Procurement and Supply (CIPS)
considers that risk recognition and analysis should be part of
any significant purchasing and supply management process.
6.2.2 Key risk factors. In the view of the working group, contracts
fail for a number of reasons:
(a) The officers responsible fail to carry out the necessary
checks on service delivery and/or fail to verify
payments to contractors and service providers;
(b) Contract agreements are incomplete or are not
completed and signed by both parties until after the
service starts;
(c) The contract specifications do not clearly describe what
the Council expects to receive;
(d) The terms and conditions of contracts do not describe
how payments are to be calculated from the rates and
prices contained in the associated pricing schedules;
and
(e) The only dedicated contract management resource in
the Council is limited to overseeing tri-borough
contracts and a centralised resource of contract
management should be introduced for all Council
contracts.
6.3

Contract management. Once the contract is in place, it is
important to manage performance. The working group believes
that a more detailed focus on Key Performance Indicators may
be useful in some cases. See Appendix 13 for other potential
monitoring methods.

6.3.1 Proportionality.
Contract
management
should
be
proportionate to the size and importance of the contract. Such
management can be as simple as reviewing expenditure
against the budget allocation. It can also be as complex as
retaining an external expert contract supervisor.
6.3.2 Procurement team to supervise contract performance. A
centralised Council procurement team should be given
responsibility for overseeing procurement and contracts and
ensuring the right systems and processes are in place.
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6.3.3 Team to check contract compliance. The team should carry
out regular spot checks to ensure departments are complying
with rules and regulations and record the results of the
monitoring process.
6.3.4 Comply with rules or explain. Contract managers should be
required to comply with the rules or be able to explain why they
did not comply.
6.3.5 Report regularly to Cabinet and Scrutiny Committees.
Regular reports on new contracts and the management of
contracts should be provided to Cabinet and to Scrutiny
Committees.
6.3.6 Include contract management costs in budget. The
ongoing cost of managing a contract should be included in
budget estimates at the earliest opportunity.
6.3.7 Establish client side team for important contracts. Where
the Council plans to set up a client side team to deal with a high
value, high profile contract, the team should be appointed at
the outset so that the officers concerned can contribute to, or
lead, the planning and letting stages.
6.3.8 Use risk registers. Staff making procurement decisions
should maintain, monitor, update and make good use of risk
registers in relation to the contracts they agree. The working
group noted that only the Corporate Property team made good
use of risk registers, which it considers a vital tool in contract
management.
6.3.9 Develop risk mitigation plans. Risk mitigation plans should
be developed for large or important contracts and overseen by
a senior member of the project team.
6.3.10 Risk assess each project. Each project should be risk
assessed, and the results of that assessment considered,
before the project is given approval.
6.3.11 Allow data transfer to Council systems. Where contracts
have a data element, as referenced in part in clauses 3.4.3(b)
and 3.4.14, contingency plans must be drawn up to allow that
data to be transferred to the Council’s own IT systems in the
event of contractor failure.
6.3.12 Greater use of internal auditors.
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(a) There is a legal requirement for the Council to maintain
an Internal Audit service to meet the requirements of
Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972, plus
Regulation 3 of the Accounts and Audit Regulations
2015.
(b) The Internal Audit service for the Royal Borough is
predominantly provided by an in-house team
supported by ad hoc specialist audit resources, through
a contract with the London Borough of Croydon (LBC),
who in turn contract the services to Mazars through a
sole supplier framework contract.
(c) In line with regulations, the Council’s Internal Audit
Service undertakes a range of audit reviews which
examine and report on the soundness, adequacy and
application of accounting, financial and other controls
as well as governance arrangements. The service
further provides computer, contract, and value for
money reviews together with providing advice and
guidance on projects and financial compliance.
(d) The Council’s Internal Audit Team did a very useful job
in thoroughly reviewing and analysing four tri-borough
contracts in 2014 and reporting on ways to improve.
This audit report is contained in Appendix 4.
(e) The working group recommends further and more
frequent involvement of the Internal Audit Team in
assisting in various phases of procurement on major
contracts
and
in
providing
skilled
contract
management advice to the Council.
6.3.13 Contract management necessary to ensure proper
delivery of services. All contracts, in particular Bi/Triborough contracts, must have an appropriate contract
management regime in place that will ensure the Council
receives the services the contractor has been appointed to
provide and at the prevailing rates and does not inadvertently
subsidise the services in the other councils.
A Tri-borough Contract Management Framework is currently
being drafted and will contain the necessary requirements to
be put in place for contracts to ensure the services are delivered
in accordance with the relevant terms and conditions.
Case study: Home Care contract
At the time of the review, due to a lack of electronic monitoring
processes and tools, some councils in some instances were
paying for the number of social care hours commissioned rather
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than the number actually delivered. The lack of electronic
monitoring, which the Royal Borough has had since 2009, gives
rise to the likelihood of paying more than contracted amounts
as the monitoring of whether the specified service has been
received compared to the commissioned service is more time
consuming and complex and sometimes unable to be done at
all.
6.3.14 Record keeping for benchmarking and knowledge
transfer. The contract management regime should contain
stringent measures concerning data collection (MI) and record
keeping. This is not only useful for reference purposes and
benchmarking at meetings but also as evidence in times of
need and knowledge transfer.
Regulation 84(7) PCR 2015 requires us to “document the
progress of all procurement procedures, whether or not they
are conducted by electronic means.” The use of
capitalEsourcing will help to ensure that all correspondence
with suppliers during a procurement process is captured and all
documentation is held in one place.
Current rapid turnover of staff in Children's Services as a result
of client churn, for example, means that knowledge of the
contracts may be lost including when they are due to expire.
Detailed records help ensure business continuity.
6.3.15 Description of services provided by contract; central
register. The contract should contain a detailed description of
what the contractor included in its bid on how the service will
be operated, including but not limited to the number and
qualifications of personnel, location(s) of the services if not
using Council premises, office accommodation, the times and
dates of operation and all other relevant detail how the contract
will be delivered, the contractor’s methods and the specified
services achieved. A breakdown of the contract price is
encouraged, i.e., what the council is paying for under the
contract. Specification guidance and template is available on
KCNet. Contract details should be put on the Council’s
Contracts Register by contract managers on capitalEsourcing.
6.3.16 Transition to next user. Improvements could be made to
“soft landings,” where there is a transition from project
construction by the Council to an end user, such as the transfer
of the Holland Park School to staff and students. Sometimes
these transitions are abrupt and the delivered product
surprising to the end users. Expectations should be managed
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by project supervisors. Stakeholders should be asked to
visualise what specifications are to be provided when
stakeholders move in.
For more lessons learned from the Holland Park School project,
see Appendix 10.

7.

Multi-Borough Contracts and Sovereignty

7.1

Benefits of multi-borough contracts. The benefits of
economies of scale and the resulting cost savings through
multi-borough procurement and service provision are appealing.
The Council’s Tri-borough working report to the Cabinet and
Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee on April 2016
highlighted that savings have grown from £2.2m in 2011-12 to
a forecast £13.8m in 2016-17. Compared to a total tally of
actions saving a net £85.4m since 2010-11, shared services
have therefore contributed 14% of savings. It should be
pointed out that a majority of savings from the tri- and biborough arrangements have come from a reduction in staffing
costs rather than from savings in procurement. There are no
readily available figures for the actual savings from the tri and
bi-borough centralised procurement exercise itself.

7.2

The need to protect the policies and priorities of the
Royal Borough in multi-borough contracts. Kensington
and Chelsea Council must be able to preserve its own interests
when establishing shared services or framework contracts. It
has a clear duty to the council tax payers of the Royal Borough
to be able to specify or agree with the other Councils involved
in shared contracts this Council’s requirements regarding the
type and quality of service involved and how it should be
provided.
Case study: Home Care Contract
The procurement arrangements for the new Tri-borough home
care service agreed at the end of November specifically allowed
for each borough to sign its own separate contracts for service
provision.
While the joint approach on behalf of all three boroughs helped
drive costs down and deliver a more efficient service,
Kensington and Chelsea is still able to decide its own eligibility.
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Since the borough is committed to maintaining a higher level
of home care service than other local authorities across the
country, this was an important detail and one the working
group welcomes.
This approach also allows the Council to continue to pay the
contractor for the number of hours spent with a service user
rather than the total number of hours commissioned. This is
possible because Kensington and Chelsea has the appropriate
software to monitor the service, whereas the other two councils
involved in the joint contract did not (but now do).
In light of the challenges now faced by the Council on some
shared services contracts, the working group believes that the
Council must retain sovereignty and that all relevant shared
services contracts should contain a clause enabling
participating boroughs to act individually on their concerns if
the lead authority does not.
The Council must also have the right to take over its portion of
a shared services contract and administer it directly if the
contracting council does not enforce, through the shared
services contract, this Council’s requirements for the type and
quality of service and the way it is provided. See also the
Passenger Transport contract.
The working group accepts that such a situation is unlikely ever
to arise but believes the right to take such action is essential.
Case Study: Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG)
Shared Services Contract for VAWG Coordination and
VAWG Integrated Support Services
The two Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) Shared
Services contracts procured in 2015 are single contracts
between the suppliers and the three Councils. The Councils are
equal parties in both contracts and the terms and conditions
protect the rights of each borough individually. Each Council
has appointed an authorised officer to oversee contract delivery
in their borough.
Importantly, it was agreed that performance and financial
monitoring information would be shown at borough level and
reported to the Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG)
Shared Services Contract Management Group.
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The agreement also provided for one of the Council’s officers to
be able to raise service delivery concerns directly with the
service provider and ensure sovereignty rights were maintained,
while the relationship between the three authorities is governed
by a separate Inter-Authority Partnership Agreement. This
agreement also sets out the consequences if any borough
behaves unilaterally.
While councils need to communicate with a single cohesive
voice to ensure it gets its message across to government, it is
also important the Royal Borough maintains its sovereignty.
7.3

Guideline Recommendations

7.3.1 Council authorized officer for shared services contracts.
The Council should appoint an authorised officer to oversee
service delivery from shared services contracts in its borough.
He or she should be able to raise issues directly with the service
provider to address concerns about service delivery and
maintain this Councils sovereignty.
7.3.2 Sovereignty clauses in shared services contracts. All
relevant bi- or tri-borough shared services contracts should
contain a sovereignty clause to enable a participating borough
to take action over its concerns if the lead authority does not.
In the event another Council is managing a particular contract
and, for whatever reason, fails to enforce the contract or to
enforce any special requirements of the Royal Borough in such
contract, the Royal Borough should be allowed to take over the
contract as it relates to services required by the Royal Borough.
The sovereignty clause included in the Tri-borough Violence
against Women and Girls (VAWG) can be used as a template.
7.3.3 Retain option to use alternative contractors. The Council
should be able to consider using alternative contractors even
when a framework is being considered. There are sometimes
situations where the Council may find contractors who can
provide goods or services less expensively than those available
through the framework. The National Army Museum road
construction project could have been an example of this. The
Council would like to maintain the flexibility of using nonframework contractors where it is to the Council’s advantage.
7.3.4 Shared services contracts should be flexible to allow for
individual Council priorities. Officers entering into a joint
contract should ensure the terms provide as much flexibility as
possible for councils to make individual decisions regarding the
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services they receive. To this end they should ensure contracts
include:


A contractual cost per borough



Any costs associated with service alterations



A break clause that would allow one, two or all three
boroughs to sever arrangements on pre-specified
terms, both on pre-specified dates and outside those
dates



Borough-level performance targets designed to ensure
that a contractor’s poor performance in one borough
can be tackled even if its performance is better
elsewhere.

7.3.5 Administering council should follow this Council’s rules.
The council handling the letting and administration of the
shared services contract should follow this Council’s Financial
Procedure Rules and Contract Regulations regarding probity
and best financial practice.
7.3.6 Apportionment of costs among boroughs. There should be
an agreed procedure that allows Finance Directors to apportion
costs in the event of a participating borough withdrawing from
a shared services contract and the work and costs being
reallocated.
7.3.7 Council should monitor other council decisions which
impact on this Council’s costs. Council officers should
ensure decisions made by one borough regarding service
specifications do not impact on the price or quality of services
provided to another. Should the cost of entering into an
agreement prove prohibitively expensive, the Council should
have the option of tendering separately or on its own terms.
7.3.8 Monitoring information should be disaggregated.
Performance and financial monitoring information should be
disaggregated to borough level and reported to the authorised
officer (see recommendation 8.3.1).
7.3.9 Secure
separate
inter-authority
agreement.
The
relationship between the three borough authorities should be
governed by a separate inter-authority agreement.
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7.3.10 Require all authorities to use financial best practices. The
procurement framework should be amended to require the
Council to use best financial practice, such as the mandatory
use of purchase orders and the need to separate the functions
for raising purchase orders and paying for the goods and
services received. The Council’s Director of Finance informed
the Working Group that a mandatory requirement of the
Managed Services (Financial System) specification was the
need for all purchases to only be made using automated
(electronic) purchase orders, the absence of which would result
in non-payment of an invoice. Separate approval by officers
raising purchase orders from those approving them for
payment is also a key feature of the system, as is default nonpayment of invoices not supported by a purchase order. These
were key stipulations in the councils Invitation to Tender (ITT)
for the MSP contract as a result of a less than desirable past
history of invoices being authorised for payment without a
matching purchase order.
7.3.11 All participants to work to same timeline. Procurement
Project Managers should ensure that all participating
authorities in the letting of a framework agreement are working
to the same timeline as each other thereby avoiding one or
more councils being exposed to risk owing to timeline slippage.
7.3.12 Cut off point for withdrawal. A cut off point for making
amendments to the contract structure and services under a
framework should be established beyond which participating
boroughs cannot withdraw without penalty and which allows
time to make alternative arrangements in the event of failure
of the process owing to dispute.
7.3.13 Operate aligned services in-house before letting to third
parties. Where practicable to do so, the multi-borough
contract services should be aligned within the boroughs and
operated in-house for a minimum of 12 months before
exposure to competition.
7.3.14 Establish joint client side teams early. Shared services
contracts should adopt a joint client-side. Where it is intended
to establish a dedicated team of experts to manage a contract,
e.g., Total Facilities Management and Managed Services
Programme, the team should be created at the initiation stage
of a programme and be in place throughout the entire planning,
letting, mobilisation and management of the contract, so the
process can benefit from their expertise throughout and their
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knowledge gained in the design and letting process can be put
to full effect during contract management.
7.3.15 Use Gateway system. Tri-borough shared services
procurements follow a Tri-borough Procurement code which
contains various approval stages (Gates) for all shared services
contracts let by Tri-borough directorates, valued at £300,000
and above, across all three boroughs. Procurement assurance
is achieved through officer scrutiny at the following stages of
the procurement cycle:



Procurement strategy (Gate 1);
Implementation and award strategy (Gate 2).

7.3.16 Recommended Gateway (0). An additional Gate (0) is being
explored, whereby each year service directorates will compile
a three-year rolling programme of their procurement intentions
(forward plan) across all departments; the directorate and Triborough. Its purpose would be twofold:



For use by the service directorate in developing its
annual business plan;
To identify opportunities to make efficiency savings
through the alignment of best practice and aggregation
of third party expenditure on common goods with the
same suppliers.

Each directorate’s forward plan could be consolidated into an
overarching Sovereign borough plan, from which Scrutiny
Committees can identify contracts that they are specifically
interested in following and providing input at the various stages
of the procurement cycle and more specifically, the planning
stage.

8.

The Role of Scrutiny Committees in Procurement

8.1

Scrutiny
committees
can
assist
in
improving
procurement if involved at an early stage. The working
group believes the role of Scrutiny should be reviewed so that
it can influence procurement decisions at an earlier stage. In
most cases, the contract specifications are put out to tender
and a service provider selected before a Scrutiny Committee,
or perhaps even the Cabinet member, have the chance to
examine the proposal or contract specifications and to provide
potentially useful input. While it is not appropriate or feasible
for Scrutiny to review all contracts, new terms of reference for
its involvement need to be drafted.
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The working group believes that a sovereign borough plan
should be created from directorate forward plans, with Scrutiny
Committees given an opportunity to select key contracts on
which they wish to be consulted from that borough plan.
While some urgent key decisions will still need to be made, for
example when grant information from central government
arrives late, the working group believes the Council should
make every to keep such occurrences to a minimum.
8.2

Need for useful and timely reports by Scrutiny
Committees. It is vital that a suitable reporting system to the
relevant Scrutiny Committee is established for significant
commissioning, procurement and contract management.
Reports should keep the committee informed of how the project
is progressing and highlight any potential problems that could
impact on the delivery of the project objectives, together with
details of the steps that are being taken to address them. These
reports will also provide assurance to Cabinet that the project
can be delivered on time, measured on the current expected
completion date compared to the planned completion date
together with any explanations for any delays. Additionally,
reports should also consider the estimated final cost compared
to the available budget, risk registers, contract variation or
change control and the extent to which the project is on track
for delivering the objectives.

8.3

Key risks. The key risks are:






Services or works are not delivered in accordance with
expectations of the Cabinet.
Contractors or service providers exploit weaknesses in
control procedures and fail to deliver the service or
carry out works as described in the contract
specification.
Services are unable to fully verify services delivered
due to weaknesses in the terms and conditions.
Regarded as another level of bureaucracy that will
cause unnecessary timeline slippage to the available
budget, risk registers, change control and the extent to
which the project is on track for delivering its
objectives.
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8.4

Guideline Recommendations

8.4.1 Scrutiny
review
of
contracts
throughout
the
procurement cycle. All directorate forward plans should be
consolidated into an annual, sovereign borough plan, from
which Scrutiny Committees can identify contracts they are
specifically interested in and include them in their own forward
plan. Scrutiny Committees should be invited to provide input
into those contracts throughout the procurement cycle and
particularly at the planning stage.
8.4.2 Regular reporting to scrutiny. Scrutiny Committees should
receive regular reports on significant commissioning,
procurement and contract management regarding contracts
worth more than £1 million over life of the contract.
8.4.3 Standard detailed report format. In consideration of 8.4.2
above, a standard report format should be created and should
include service specifications, stakeholder consultations, key
performance indicators, contract terms, timescale, cost, quality,
risk and change, along with other information requested by the
Scrutiny Committee or its chairman.
8.4.4 Delivery to scrutiny of quarterly reports of “emergency”
procurements made outside of EU and UK laws and the
Contract Regulations. Scrutiny Committees should be given
a quarterly report listing requests for the Council’s Contract or
Procurement Regulations to be waived, allowing each
committee to challenge the reason for any such requests.
Except in an emergency, any request should be made well in
advance of the requirement so that the tender process can still
proceed if the Scrutiny Committee turns down the waiver
request.
8.4.5 Notice of change of contractor. Scrutiny Committees should
be notified where a change of contractor is being proposed for
an already outsourced service so that the committee can decide
whether or not sufficient consideration has been given to
service continuity, exit strategy and the transfer of services to
the new provider.
8.4.6 Special notices to scrutiny committees. Scrutiny
Committees should be notified as soon as possible when:
(a) There is a clear failure by the service provider to deliver
in accordance with contract specifications;
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(b) Officers become aware of any new and identifiable risk
with the delivery of any contract;
(c) A contract looks set to cost more than 10% above the
original contract price;
(d) Officers become aware from another council that a
service provider under contract or proposed contract
with the Council has failed to meet the terms of that
contract;
(e) Any material fact that may be relevant to the Scrutiny
committee comes to the attention of officers.

9.

Centralised direction of corporate procurement
and contract management

9.1

Organisation of corporate procurement in the Royal
Borough. Procurement in Kensington and Chelsea is the
responsibility of individual service directorates. There is a small
Corporate Procurement Team that advises directorates on
procurement issues, but that team has no responsibility for
monitoring the service directorates. This contrasts with the
centralised procurement system in operation in the City of
Westminster and which is different again in the London Borough
of Hammersmith and Fulham.
It means that there is no machinery in place to ensure
directorates are made to adhere to the rules, regulations or
best practices or to promote, advertise and let contacts
properly.
Similarly, there is no way of verifying that stakeholders have
been consulted adequately or checking that service
specifications, key performance indicators, enforcement terms
and remedies and other contract provisions reflect the Council’s
standards.
The Town Clerk has stated he is not involved in individual
procurement projects. The Council should designate a senior
officer to take ownership of procurement in the Royal Borough.

9.2

Extending the role of the corporate procurement team.
The working group believes that the Corporate Procurement
Team’s role should be enhanced so that it plays a pivotal role
in the way the Council procures goods and services.
The broadened role should include not just making sure
directorates are letting contracts properly, but on broader
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aspects such as encouraging better interaction with suppliers
and ensuring directorates are looking for new providers and
encouraging bids from small and medium sized businesses and
social enterprises.
The working group also believes the responsible officer should
look at issues such as optional extension periods for contracts
to minimise subsequent bid costs and the need for effective
liquidated damages clauses that take into account all the losses
and potential reputational damage caused by poor performance.
The working group cited the Kensington Academy and Leisure
Centre project as a contract with an insufficiently robust
liquidated damages clause. The group felt that for a project of
that size, £30,000 a week was simply not a large enough sum
to cover potential losses.
9.3

Contract
performance
monitoring.
The
Corporate
Procurement Team’s role should also be extended to include
monitoring progress made by service directorates in managing
contracts.
Monitoring and enforcement includes ensuring suppliers are
complying with the terms and conditions of contracts, as well
as documenting and agreeing any changes or amendments that
arise.
It can be summarised as systematically and efficiently
managing the creation, execution, and analysis of contracts to
maximise financial and operational performance and minimise
risk.
Monitoring the performance of suppliers is a key aspect of
supply management, but one the working group believes can
be under-resourced and neglected.
Robust performance monitoring should ensure that the supplier
is meeting the performance criteria specified in the contract as
well as identifying room for improvement. It reduces the risk of
services not meeting stakeholders’ or end-users expectations
and prevents contractors or service providers exploiting
weaknesses in contracts and falling short in their performance.
Importantly, good monitoring helps prevent costs escalating.
The working group would also like to see more clarity on
whether contract letting and monitoring is the responsibility of
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the Council’s procurement or commissioning teams and, if that
responsibility is shared, who is responsible for what.
9.4

Guideline Recommendations

9.4.1 Add to Corporate Procurement Team. An additional officer
should be recruited to the Corporate Procurement Team and
given responsibility for contract management compliance
across departments (alternatively, this function and post could
be transferred to Internal Audit).
9.4.2 Responsibilities of new procurement team member. The
post holder’s responsibilities should include:
(a) Agreeing suitable Key Performance Indicators for each
contract and ensuring departments enter them into the
CapitalEsourcing system;
(b) Making sure risk registers that reflect the significance
of the contract and its potential impact on the Council
are created, maintained and entered into the
capitalEsourcing system;
(c) Monitoring change orders and making sure they are
valid and suitable;
(d) Confirming that adequate consultation has taken place
with stakeholders and Scrutiny Committees;
(e) Assessing the suitability of contract specifications.
9.4.3 Checking quality of work and payments. Responsibility for
checking the quality of work or services, and for checking
payments, should be assigned to a specific officer(s), contract
manager and/or team. This must be scalable, as the most
significant outsourced services may require an ‘intelligent client’
function.
9.4.4 Obtain performance reports. Contract managers and those
authorising payments should be required to produce or receive
regular reports on the performance of the firms concerned.
9.4.5 Regular meetings between officers and service providers.
Officers responsible for monitoring service delivery should hold
regular meetings with representatives of the service provider
and ensure formal minutes are taken.
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9.4.6 Record quality reviews. Regular quality review reports
should be completed and recorded in the CapitalEsourcing
system.
9.4.7 Reconciliation of invoices and work performed.
Contractors’ invoices or statements should be reconciled with
work performed or with records of services provided.
9.4.8 Action in event of poor contractor performance. Reports
of sub-standard work should be adequately followed up and if
they prove to be correct, payments to the company should be
reduced accordingly. An agreed method of reducing payments
in such cases should be included in the contract.
9.4.9 User complaints procedure. The way service users can
complain about poor service should be easy to understand and
well-advertised and there should be a way of complaining
directly to the project team.
9.4.10 Record complaints. Service providers should maintain an
adequate record of complaints received, including details of
actions taken, and the officer in charge of the contract should
check this is being done.
9.4.11 User surveys. Customer or user surveys should be undertaken
regularly, usually annually, and made available to Scrutiny
Committees.
9.4.12 Monitor use of subcontractors. The use of subcontractors
should be adequately monitored and controlled. Many of these
may not have been vetted in the procurement process.
9.4.13 Provide for liquidated damages. The level of any liquidated
damages clauses included in contracts should be sufficient to
cover all possible eventualities. Punitive damage clauses or
clauses providing for damages in excess of losses suffered are
generally not enforceable.
9.4.14 Contract should prohibit subcontracting. The Council
should be able to prohibit subletting of works or services unless
the sub-contractor has been approved by the Council as part of
the initial vetting of the main contractor before appointment.
9.4.15 Primary contractors responsible for performance.
Primary contractors should be made aware that they are
ultimately responsible for the quality and standard of service
provided to and cannot attribute blame to a third party.
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9.4.16 Audits, spot checks; require comply or explain policy. The
Corporate Procurement Team should audit service directorates,
include carrying out spot checks on service departments and
monitoring larger contracts more closely. The audit should
check the department is complying with the agreed procedures,
rules and guidelines and managers should be asked to explain
any reason for non-compliance. The Council should adopt this
“comply or explain” policy for all procurement and contract
managers.
9.4.17 Use of Gateway procurement process. Officers should be
asked to look at the benefits of the Gateway procurement
process, which is likely to be used in the multi-authority
procurement process, with the aim of using similar systems and
processes for Council procurement.
9.4.18 Involvement of Scrutiny Committees. The Gateway process
should include clear guidance around the early involvement of
Scrutiny Committees.
9.4.19 Clearly define roles of commissioners and procurement
officers. The role of commissioners and procurement officers
should be clearly defined to avoid duplication and confusion.
9.4.20 Define responsibilities of procurement team. There needs
to be clarity around whether the corporate procurement team
“own” the process (and therefore hold accountability and
responsibility) or whether the central procurement team only
enable and support the process handled by service directorates.

10. Professional
Competencies

Procurement

and

Officer

10.1 Background; need for procurement skills; key risks. This
report has already highlighted that procurement in the Royal
Borough is the responsibility of individual service directorates
with the support of a small Corporate Procurement Team.
As well as strengthening the role of the procurement team, the
working group believes that only appropriately qualified and
skilled officers should be allowed to let and manage contracts.
At the moment, officers who are involved in commissioning and
procurement may not have the necessary skills to undertake
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the duties associated with large or complex procurement
exercises.
This can result in important steps and safeguards being missed
or inadequately carried out, with potentially expensive
consequences for council tax payers if contracts are poorly
drawn up.
Inexperienced or untrained officers may not be aware of new
best practice initiatives and could fail to keep up with
developments in current legislation.
Departments may also operate a week or ineffective control
environment in which procurement suffers from delays,
increased costs, diminished benefits or missed objectives.
10.2

Guideline Recommendations

10.2.1 Contract regulations should require procurement
officers to be trained. The Council’s Contract Regulations
should be amended to include a requirement for officers to be
appropriately qualified before letting contracts. The proposed
Bi-Borough Procurement operating model will ensure that all
procurements are led by or overseen by CIPS-qualified
Category Managers.9 The Council’s Contract Regulations should
be amended to state the requirement for appropriately qualified
officers to let contracts.
10.2.2 Procurement skills required and specified. Schedules of
competencies 10 identifying the skills expected of each post
involved in the letting and administration of commissioning and
procurement projects should be drawn up by the Council’s
Corporate Procurement Team and made available via Agresso.
10.2.3 Extent of required training. The schedules referred to at
10.2.2 above should reflect the extent to which individuals need
a thorough understanding of the issues involved, including such
things as writing specifications and using quality/price tender
evaluation models.
10.2.4 Requirement to understand contract and financial
regulations. Officers involved in letting contracts must have a
general understanding of the Council’s Contract and Financial
Regulations.
A decision on the bi-borough business case referred to here has been put on
hold.
10
A schedule of procurement competencies is provided in Appendix 14.
9
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10.2.5 Departments required to have qualified procurement
officer. Departments should have at least one experienced and
suitably qualified procurement officer who will be required to
keep abreast of current developments within procurement.
10.2.6 Staff trained in dealing with larger contracts.
Departments in which partnership arrangements and
negotiations are common, and where contracts do not follow a
standard “tick the box” formula, should ensure staff is
specifically trained to deal with larger contracts. Certification
may sometimes be advantageous where significant or complex
contacts are being let.
A representative from consultant Sharpe Pritchard, referring
to the Tri-Borough Total Facilities Management Contract,
commented later: “Having a knowledgeable, experienced and
‘hands-on’ Procurement Officer involved with the project was
invaluable and crucial to the success of the project.”
10.2.7 The Corporate Procurement Team should detail the level of
training needed for individual officers, depending on the
complexity and scale of the contracts those officers, or their
departments, are involved with.
10.2.8 Explore training deficiencies. Departments should be
instructed to developing training matrices to highlight areas of
training needed.
10.2.9 Council-funded training programme. The Council should
introduce a properly funded training programme and keep it up
to date and under review.

11. Conclusion
The Cabinet and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee is
asked to:
a)
b)
c)

Approve the recommendations set out within this
report,
Invite Council officers to respond to those rules and
guidelines and
Refer
the
recommendations
to
Cabinet
for
implementation.
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APPENDIX 1
RBKC Officers who advised the Working Group:
Mr Nicholas Holgate, Town Clerk
Mr Andrew Lee, Head of Strategic Procurement
Mr Martyn Carver, Principal Governance Manager
Mrs Jacqueline Hird, Scrutiny Manager
Miss Felicity Steen, Strategic Procurement Officer
Mr Roger van Goethem, Procurement and Commercial Manager
Mr Michael Sloniowski, Shared Services Risk Manager
Council Officers who made presentations to the Working
Group:
Mrs Rachael Wright-Turner, Tri-borough Director for Children’s
Commissioning
Mrs Jane West, Executive Director of Finance and Corporate
Governance
Mr Hitesh Jolapara, Director of Finance
Mr David Coates, Human Resources Consultant
Ms Maria Benbow, Managed Services Programme Director
Mr Ed Garcez, Chief Information Officer
Mrs Debbie J Morris, Head of Facilities Management
Mr Steven Bell, Head of Property
Mr Adam Srodzinski, Capital Programme Manager
Mrs Laura Johnson, Director of Housing
Mrs Kathy May, Head of Waste Management (Markets Enforcement)
Mrs Mandy Gado, Head of Procurement Operations (WCC)
Mr Tony Redpath, Director of Strategy and Local Services
Other persons attending to provide evidence:
Ms Angela Spence, Chief Executive, Kensington and Chelsea Social
Council (KCSC)
Mr Andrew Kelly, Chief Executive, Westway Community Transport
(WCT)
Other assistance to the working group:
Mr Martin Fitzpatrick
Mr Malcolm Triggs
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APPENDIX 2
CONSTITUTIONAL ROLE OF SCRUTINY COMMITTEES
Under article 6.1a of the Royal Borough’s Constitution, Scrutiny
Committees are empowered to review and scrutinise matters of
corporate management or interest including decisions made or
actions taken in connection with the discharge of any of the Council’s
functions and recommend and report to the full Council (including
committees of the Council) or the Executive (including advisory
groups) in connection with the discharge of any of the Council’s
functions or consider any matter affecting the Royal Borough or its
inhabitants.
Scrutiny committees may also make recommendations to the
Executive, appropriate committees and/or the Council arising from
the outcome of the scrutiny process.
The Cabinet and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee can also
make reports or recommendations to the Cabinet or to the full Council
in relation to matters which are not the responsibility of the authority
such as the procurement of shared service contracts hosted and led
by the other councils but which affect the Royal Borough.
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APPENDIX 3
CONTRACTS REVIEWED BY WORKING GROUP
Service Area Contracts
Passenger Transport
Managed Services Programme
Tri-borough ICT
Pensions Administration
Audit Services
Holland Park School - construction
Kensington Academy and Leisure Centre (KALC)
Total Facilities Management (TFM)
Refuse Collection and Street Cleaning-SITA
Special Education Needs - ICT
Homecare
Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG)
National Army Museum (NAM)
Capital Construction Programme – Client side
Holland Park School Furniture and Equipment
Domestic Violence Intervention Project
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APPENDIX 4
PROCUREMENT ISSUES REVEALED IN ANNUAL AUDIT OF
CERTAIN CONTRACTS
The Council’s annual audit plan includes looking at a selection of
contracts or procedures each year. Four contract management audits
were undertaken in 2014/15. The three that received a ‘limited
assurance’ sign off related to major or significant shared services
contracts.
The contracts were:
Adult Social Care – Home meals (resulting in a limited assurance
being given)
Children’s Services – Passenger transport (limited)
Children’s Services – Youth services in the Royal Borough*
(satisfactory)
Corporate Services – Total Facilities Management (limited)
*RBKC led.
Issues arising included:
1.

Insufficient contract management in cases where there
was an over-confidence in the compliance of the
contractor

2.

An assumption that all risk was effectively transferred to
the contractor, not recognising the retained reputational
risk to the Council

3.

Contractors not being given full and proper data, with
issues only arising once the contract had commenced

4.

Intelligent client functions not being set up in good time

5.

Contract management functions were not being put in
place early enough because of the need to ‘fire-fight’
frontline problems once contracts started

6.

Indications that financial status checks on prospective
contractors are not always sufficiently rigorous

7.

Contractor-led customer surveys not being checked out
to confirm the results
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8.

Not enough scrutiny of contract requirements by contract
management staff

9.

Not enough thought being given to what would happen if
the contractor could no longer provide the service, with
an underlying assumption that the Council would take
services back in-house.

Audit Conclusions
1.

The audit concluded that contract managers needed
better guidance, standards and training covering contract
compliance, intelligent client roles and re-tender planning.

2.

It also highlighted the need for clear re-tender timelines
showing lead times and actions required, together with a
clear enforcement role at a corporate strategic level.
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APPENDIX 5
PROCUREMENT SCRUTINY WORKING GROUP TERMS OF
REFERENCE (Approved by Cabinet and Corporate Services
Scrutiny Committee)
Using the four key phases of the procurement cycle (Planning,
Letting, Implementation and Contract Management/Review),
the Working Group will:
(i)

(ii)

Examine the Council’s Procurement-Commissioning Strategy,
decide if it is fit for purpose and suggest what improvements
could be made to iron out and avoid any problems identified.
Examine:
i.

Who writes contract specifications?

ii.

If done internally, who confirms that all of the Council’s
requirements and expectations are included in the
specification and final contract?

iii.

How do we ensure the specifications are fair and not
biased in favour of a particular supplier?

iv.

Who in RBKC approves the terms and conditions of
contract? Can we be sure that staff procuring services or
running projects have the necessary expertise,
qualifications and experience?

v.

In respect of sovereignty issues, who verifies that what
is being procured elsewhere (Bi/Tri-Borough contract
lead Borough, for example), actually covers the Council’s
expectations and requirements? How are we able to
intervene if the lead borough fails to address problems
with a contract?

vi.

Who provides the original bid input?

vii.

Who handles stakeholder engagement at RBKC to verify
that the specifications are accurate?

viii.

Who checks that the input is reflected in the bid
specification and final contract etc?
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(iii)

(iv)

Test how the process currently works in practice by examining
some procurements that have gone wrong and some that have
succeeded as planned and are operating in line with expectation
and budget. The review will involve taking evidence from the
relevant Cabinet Members, officers and external persons /
groups. It will ask, for example:
i.

What systems, process and controls are in place to
minimise the risk of contract failure?

ii.

How could these be strengthened?

iii.

Why, in obtaining bids, does the Council appear to seek
bids from a limited number of providers instead of new
potential suppliers and widening the supply field?

iv.

Who checks the qualifications and financial stability of the
bidders or suppliers?

Look at some or all of the following specific contract examples:










Holland Park School (All RIBA stages)
Refuse Collection and Street Cleansing
ICT
Play service and After-School
Total Facilities Management (TFM)
Pensions Administration service
Passenger Transport
Kensington Academy and Leisure Centre (KALC)
Managed Services Programme

(v)

Specifically examine how the procurement process works and
ask what the chain of responsibility and accountability looks like
in the Bi and Tri-Borough setting that involves Councils Central
Procurement Teams, Service Directorates, Cabinet Members,
Cabinets and external public bodies and private companies.

(vi)

Discuss ways that the contract review and approval process will
provide in advance for the pricing of change orders (variations
of contract) so that the Council is not left with large additional
costs for contact alterations or supplements, which are well in
excess of budget and would otherwise have influenced the
contract award decision had such costs been known at the time.

(vii) Consider the need to include penalty clauses in all contracts for
failure to comply with the terms of a contract.
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(viii) Consider the need to be clear with bidders in advance about
any option to extend contracts.
(ix)

Discuss how best to ensure that Scrutiny members are involved
at an early stage in commenting on key contracts during the
planning stage.

(x)

Finally, having undertaken the scrutiny exercise, to produce a
set of guidelines/recommendations for all contracts to follow
which would, subject to approval, become embedded as
standard procedure across the Council.
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APPENDIX 6
INHERENT KEY RISKS IN PROCUREMENT
The risks listed below are generic potential risks which could be
applied to any contract of this type (Kensington Academy and Leisure
Centre).
1.

Financial resources insufficient to complete the project

2.

Procurement arrangements not in compliance with
legislative and Council requirements

3.

Insufficient arrangement for safeguarding the Council’s
position through instruments such as parent company
guarantees or bonds

4.

Poor governance preventing opportunities for effective
challenge by Council members and senior officers

5.

Lack of diligent financial stewardship resulting in cost
overrun

6.

EU procurement rules not being followed in the contractor
selection process

7.

A lack of a formal agreement for each professional service
and insufficient professional indemnity insurance cover
during the period of the contract

8.

Insufficient competition amongst contractors resulting in
poor value for money

9.

Risks not being continually evaluated throughout the
project and financially assessed to show potential impact
on final project costs

10.

Lack of contracts formalising the agreement between the
Council, the consultants and the approved contractor
resulting in the Council being unsuccessful in any legal
action against the contractor or consultants for nonperformance

11.

Failure to ensure that both consultants and the contractor
maintain a sufficient level of insurance cover throughout
the duration of the contract, increasing the financial risk
where the cost of any potential financial claims by
external third parties may have to be met by the council

12.

Insufficient on-site scrutiny and management of the
contractor’s performance during construction, allowing
slippages in terms of time and cost being missed and
corrective action now being taken in a timely manner
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13.

Inadequate change control mechanism preventing
variations to the contract being formally and properly
approved and the financial impact on the final cost being
assessed

14.

Project manager not kept informed of progress and
potential issues, preventing timely completion of the
project because of a lack of a formal communication and
meetings structure

15.

The contractor’s and consultant’s performance not
formally assessed and recorded, resulting in poorly
performing firms being used on future contracts.
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APPENDIX 7
DISTINCTION BETWEEN COMMISSIONING AND
PROCUREMENT; CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
1.

Commissioning of public services is about public sector
agencies working with purchasers, providers and communities,
to identify and understand end users’ needs so that services
can be designed to meet them.
This is done by working within a structured and planned
process, called a commissioning cycle which ensures services
are improved and developed against past experience and
current community need.
Tri-borough Adult Social Care defines commissioning as ‘the
means to secure the best value for customers’. It is the
process of translating aspirations and need, by specifying and
procuring services for customers, into services for users which
deliver the best possible outcomes and provide the best
possible care provision within the best use of available
resources.
Most definitions of commissioning paint a picture of a cycle of
activities at a strategic level, concerned with whole groups of
people, including:
o assessing the needs of a population;
o setting priorities and developing commissioning
strategies to meet those needs in line with local and
national targets;
o securing services from providers ("procurement") to
meet those needs and targets;
o monitoring and evaluating outcomes; and
o the above combined with an explicit requirement to
consult and involve a range of stakeholders,
patients/service
users/residents/customers
and
carers in the process.

2.

Procurement is defined in the Royal Borough as “the process
of acquiring the goods and services the Council needs, at the
best possible quality for the right price, with due regard for
full, fair and open competition between suppliers.”
This is achieved through compliance at all times with the
Council’s minimum requirements for purchasing works,
supplies and services (including the appointment of
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consultants)
Regulations.
3.

as

described

in

the

Council’s

Contract

Contract Management is the process which ensures that both
parties to a contract fully meet their respective obligations as
efficiently and effectively as possible, in order to meet the
business and operational objectives required from the contract
and in particular to provide value for money.
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APPENDIX 8
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE TRI-BOROUGH PASSENGER
TRANSPORT PROCUREMENT PROGRAMME
1.

Introduction
1.1

The purpose of this report is to outline the Tri-borough
Passenger Transport procurement, which resulted in new
passenger transport service arrangements for the Royal
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, in partnership with
the City of Westminster and the London Borough of
Hammersmith and Fulham in April 2014. The report
summarises the challenges experienced and operational
issues following service delivery to identify the key
lessons that will inform all future commissioning and
service transformation approaches.

1.2

In 2012 two large passenger transport contracts
(Enterprise in Westminster and Crystals in Kensington
and Chelsea) were nearing expiry. This provided an
opportunity to explore the benefits of a shared approach
to the delivery of passenger transport services. A
business case, approved by Cabinet Members in the three
boroughs in September 2012, made the case for a
combined approach and joint procurement, not only
across the three boroughs but also across both Children’s
and Adult’s services.

1.3

Each council had different arrangements for the
management of their passenger transport services. WCC
contracted out the management of their existing
contract; RBKC outsourced its transport requirements
but had in-house contract management arrangements
and LBHF managed its entire service in house.

1.4

In September 2012 the Cabinet Members for Adult Social
Care and Children’s Services in Hammersmith and
Fulham (LBHF), Kensington and Chelsea (RBKC) and
Westminster (WCC) agreed to initiate a parallel
procurement process to select and appoint contractors to
provide the following services on behalf of the Triborough group of authorities:


Management of passenger transport operations
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A framework for provision of taxi and minibus services
for Children’s Services and Adult Social Care clients.

1.5

A Tri-borough approach was expected to provide a
number of advantages, including the benefits of cross
borough routes, reduced management overheads,
greater procurement scale and value for money from
contracts compared with the option of each borough
acting alone. It was expected to provide greater cost
efficiencies
and
ensure
that
affordable
travel
arrangements can be made available to eligible children
and adults in the longer term, at a time when council
funding was coming under increasing pressure.
A
combined passenger transport service for SEN children
also fitted very much with the strategy for the overall
delivery of SEN services across the three boroughs.

1.6

It was agreed that the scope of the Tri-borough
operations would comprise the following:
 Home to school travel for Special Educational Needs
(SEN) children.
 General transport for Looked after children (LAC) to
contact visits, activities and appointments.
 Passenger transport for Adult Services clients,
comprising travel to and from day centres and adult
education centres and other locations, along with adhoc journeys to activities and appointments.

1.7

Financial analysis undertaken at the time indicated that
all 3 boroughs had costs significantly above the average
for comparable boroughs providing comparable services.
It was therefore expected that savings could be made
across all service areas whilst delivering the same
standard of provision or increased quality where required.

1.8

The programme commenced in September 2012 and ran
until June 2014. The new Tri-borough service went live
with new operators from 22nd April 2014.

1.9

Details of the Procurement Programme are contained in
Appendix A (page 89).
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2.

New Contract Arrangements
2.1

Westminster City Council (WCC) entered into the triborough passenger transport Framework Agreement and
the ensuing Call-Off contracts on behalf of itself, the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea (RBKC) and
LBHF. The services are then provided by WCC to the
other two boroughs via a section 113 agreement. In order
to protect the interests of all three parties, an Inter
Authority Agreement (IAA) was developed and signed in
February 2014.

2.2

The structure of the contracting arrangements is complex
and is set out in the following table.

Framework
Contracts

Call-off
Contracts

CT Plus (HCT)

CT Plus (HCT)

Enterprise PLC

HATS (Olympic South)

HATS (Olympic South)

Westway Community
Transport

Westway Community
Transport

Contracting
Authority

Westminster
City
Council

Radio Taxis

Radio Taxis
I.H.S

I.H.S
Impact Group

Royal
Borough of
Kensington &
Chelsea

Hammermsith
& Fulham

Impact Group
Star Bus

Star Bus

Tri-borough Framework

2.3

Section 113 &
Inter-authority
Agreement

West London Alliance Framework

Each of the call-off arrangements constitutes a separate
contract under the framework. The call-off contracts are
each for a contract term of three years with the option to
extend by one year up to a further three years (starting
April 2014). There are no break clauses within these
contracts but there are appropriate change control
mechanisms to vary the service. The majority of the
contracts relate to individual taxi journeys whilst the
more significant contracts relate to the sharing of
minibuses. The full scale of the number of different
contractual arrangements is set out below showing that
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H&F have 38 different contracts, 17 with Radio Taxis (all
individual journeys) and 15 with HATS, including 3 major
minibus contracts all of which are tri-borough contracts.
Transport Contracts 2014-15
LBHF
CT Plus

WCC

1

Grand Total
1

HATS

15

42

51

108

I.H.S.

1

1

1

3

Impact Group

1

Radio Taxis

17

20

30

67

Star Bus

4

2

2

8

1

1

2

67

85

190

Westway
38

2.4

3.

RBKC

1

Whilst operating on behalf of all three authorities, as the
contracting authority it is Westminster City Council that
established the framework and the various call-off
contracts. LB Hammersmith & Fulham and Royal Borough
of Kensington & Chelsea have no formal contractual
arrangement with the contractors.

Service Delivery and Mobilisation
3.1

The new transport arrangements went live from 22 April,
in line with the start dates of the school summer term,
with the service being fully operational by 30 April.

3.2

The new transport arrangements are meeting the daily
transport requirements across the 3 boroughs for:
 720 children with special educational needs (WCC –
294, LBHF – 263, RBKC – 174)
 Up to 500 children in care, as and when required
 280 – 300 vulnerable adults.

3.3

The operation involves transport to and from 122 schools
and involves 162 separate routes.
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3.4

There were a number of operational challenges
experienced, in particular during the initial two weeks of
operation for Home to School Transport services. These
difficulties included: children being picked up late,
journeys being longer than they should be and then
arriving late at school; the correct equipment not being
available for a small number of children e.g. harnesses;
concerns from individual parents at the point of pick up
regarding the type of transport allocated to their child;
change in escort and quality of escorts, particularly in
relation to children’s medical needs; parents’ concern that
they were unable to contact operators when there were
difficulties.

3.5

The above difficulties and concerns arose for a number of
reasons. The majority of the new contractors had not
previously provided a service in this geographical area,
and it took some of the drivers some time to become
familiar with the routes. It also become apparent that
the information held about children and vulnerable adults
by social care and special educational needs teams was
not complete in some cases. Further complications were
experienced through TUPE processes to transfer staff to
the new providers. This meant that it was very late in the
process before the contractors knew who would be
transferring to work for them. In some cases this only
became clear when staff failed to turn up for work on the
first day of the new service.

3.6

For the first few days of the new contracts for each school,
there were significant concerns reported regarding the
lateness of buses and particularly how long some of the
children were on buses. However, after the initial few
days of each of the new contracts, the main school bus
routes began to settle into a more reliable routine, as the
drivers became familiar with the routes. Late running
journeys quickly reduced after the first 2 weeks to less
than 5% currently being reported.

3.7

The 2 continuing particular areas of concern for schools
are in relation to the quality and consistency of escorts
and drivers and the difficulty for both schools and parents
in being able to contact drivers and escorts direct.
Schools report that where escorts are becoming
consistent, they are becoming more confident in their
roles and are developing required skills. Schools have
worked in close partnership with the operators and have
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been instrumental in assisting to achieve improvements,
with some schools helpfully providing specialised training
to
escorts,
enhancing
the
statutory
minimum
requirements. Some schools have also noted to us that
whilst a number of parents had issues with some earlier
pick up times and slightly longer journeys, most of them
are starting to adapt to the changes.
3.8

4.

During these early stages of implementation, both the
Transport Commissioning Team (TCT) and the operators
attempted to respond to parents and others and resolve
concerns as quickly as possible. However, these
arrangements did not work well enough.

Ongoing Performance Management
4.1

Significant improvement work has taken place with
operators since the start of the new contracts, and in
addition throughout the 2014 summer holidays to
provide additional training to staff. Performance of the
Passenger Transport Contracts continues to be reported
on, reviewed and responded to on a weekly basis to the
Cabinet Member.

4.2

During the Autumn term 2014 the overall performance of
the service in relation to Kensington and Chelsea children
was as follows:
4.2.1

The service was provided for between 154 and
184 children each week, taking them to up to 61
different schools or colleges. It provided for up
to 87 routes (buses and taxis) entailing an
average of 1707 individual journeys made by
the children each week. At least 99% of the
individual journeys made by the Royal
Borough’s children each week arrived on time,
and at least 97% of the bus routes ran to
schedule each week. 43 complaints were
received, although it should be noted that 16 of
these (or 37%) were received during the first
two weeks of term. The start of the Academic
Year is the time when new routes are introduced
each year to adjust to changes in the passenger
cohort as children join new schools, and also to
account for school leavers. The majority (51%)
of complaints continued to be in relation to the
punctuality of the service.
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5.

4.3

A telephone survey of parents of children with SEN using
the passenger transport service took place at the end of
August 2014 to help understand their levels of
satisfaction of customers at that point.

4.4

Telephone contact was sought with all parents with 59%
response rate. The survey found that 69% of the
respondents rated the service provided as “good” or
“acceptable” Those who rated the service as “poor”
tended to comment on the punctuality of buses and the
length of journeys. Concerns were also identified about
the lack of communication when buses were going to be
late.

4.5

While 64% of respondents had no specific concerns about
the transport, others had concerns about the quality and
continuity of staff and customer care, the length of
journeys and lateness, the quality of vehicles provided,
situations where it was felt that children’s needs were not
being met and difficulties with contacting transport crews.

4.6

General and specific concerns identified from this survey
inform service development plans and contract
management activity.

4.7

The Royal Borough has also consulted with parent
representatives about the new service via the Special
Educational
Needs
Parent
Reference
Group.
Representatives at the group confirmed that they find the
new service acceptable and that they would not like to
see any further changes to the provision.

Key challenges experienced through the commissioning
process
5.1

An initial review of the programme has identified the
following challenges which contributed to the programme
outcomes, and the poor experience of service users
during the transition.


Supply issues for transport service providers across
London but particularly in the west London area.
There is limited market capacity and diversity of
supply for transport services in the West London area,
in addition to an underlying level of procurement
fatigue amongst those that do operate in this area.
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The development of a strategic commissioning
capability and approaches across the Children’s
department was at an early stage in its
implementation, and the provision of technical
procurement guidance was provided by each
Borough’s procurement team according to existing
Borough specific arrangements, which were not
aligned. In response it was agreed that one Borough
(WCC) would take the lead on procurement activities
and contracting arrangements.



Poor baseline data, which led to gaps in the
understanding of previous service arrangements and
service
performance.
Service
design
was
consequently dependent upon assumptions rather
than evidence to inform and steer the “to-be” design,
and specification of operational requirements.



The cumulative impact of organisational change and
in particular for SEN services who were in the process
of other service changes throughout this timeframe
(preparing for the introduction of the Children and
Families Act, the most significant changes to SEN
provision for 30 years).



There were delays in the establishment of the
Transport Commissioning Team, which led to limited
subject matter expertise at the early stages of the
programme. If this had been in place earlier, more
work could have been done to check the detail of the
individual service users and school and day centre
requirements. However, the TCT would still have been
hampered by the difficulties in eliciting information
from the outgoing contractors. An established TCT
might have recognised the poor quality of the data
held, and set about remedying this deficiency in
advance of the mobilisation of the contract.



Not enough stakeholder analysis and engagement,
with both front line staff and service users, was carried
out in the early stages of the programme, driven by a
desire to wait until more certainty on timescales and
future arrangements could be shared. Consequently,
the impact for parents and children and adult day
services of changes to service arrangements was
underestimated.
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Fewer bidders were attracted to the Tri-borough
procurement phase than was hoped, and a
longstanding previous supplier of services did not
tender through a consortium approach. 36 suppliers
responded to the OJEU. Between 6 – 11 bidders
responded to each Lot. TUPE and the high pension
costs for LBHF are understood to have had a
significant negative impact on the provider interest
and the procurement, which extended the process and
led to pressure on mobilisation timescales.



Lack of continuity and capacity amongst staff inputting
to the programme due to broader service
reorganisations.



Decision-making structures and processes had
additional complexities to ensure each authority’s
governance requirements were met.



The difficulty of the operation of the new routes on the
first few days was underestimated. Insufficient
attention was paid to the inevitable difficulty there
would be with drivers and escorts new to the routes,
and unfamiliar with the requirements of the service
users. If these operating issues had been better
anticipated, service users, schools and day centres
would have been better prepared for the difficulties
that ensued, or more time taken to mobilise new
arrangements.



Other events introduced further complexity and
difficulties for operational services (such as London
Tube Strike on the first day of new service
arrangements and associated road congestion).



The extent to which the challenges identified above
resulted from, or were compounded by, the Triborough organisational arrangements between the
three Boroughs also requires some consideration. The
scale of service and contracts being commissioned is
not unusual within the local authority sector – with
examples of similar scale arrangements, or indeed
larger contracts for County services. This suggests
that the concept for an integrated service model
operating across the Tri-borough geography was a
reasonable expectation, and not overly ambitious.
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6.

Each
Borough
was
also
approaching
the
commissioning of transport services from different
starting points - and this clearly had implications for
the degree of change experienced within each
Borough – with Hammersmith and Fulham moving to
an outsourced service model for the first time. This
scenario requires a solid understanding of needs and
risks, for each Borough, in order to ensure the
commissioning process and resulting contract
arrangements have addressed these. Challenges with
data and a dependency on assumptions through the
early service design stages may well have contributed
to an ineffective change management processes, and
insufficient engagement of all stakeholders (such as
Scrutiny) throughout.

Lessons learned
6.1

This programme has clearly experienced a number of
challenges, and the poor experience of some service
users was simply unacceptable. This includes some
children and young people for whom any change can be
distressing given their level of need, and unexpected
changes or unplanned delays will add to this distress, and
that of those caring for them.

6.2

The challenges identified above indicate a process
compromised by poor quality data and time-pressures,
which then led to issues with service delivery, rather than
suggesting the underlying service model itself was
unfeasible.

6.3

The learning from this programme is significant, and will
inform the planning and delivery of all future
commissioning and service transformation work.

6.4

The top ten lessons are summarised below:
1.

The direct impact of any new arrangement on
children, vulnerable adults, families or carers needs
to be fully understood before changes are made,
with robust and rehearsed operational plans in
place to maintain service standards through any
transition. Risk assessments for each child/service
user are required and appropriate arrangements
(such as additional staff training) put in place by
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providers to ensure individual needs continue to be
met.
2.

A comprehensive approach to the commissioning
of services is essential to ensure a full
understanding of needs and likely outcomes,
together with the development of sustainable
supply solutions.

3.

An evidence based approach must be adopted to
the design and planning of new service
arrangements.
A full understanding of as-is
arrangements, their strengths and weaknesses and
comparable arrangements elsewhere is required in
addition to the testing of any assumptions which
are made.

4.

Stakeholder engagement and consultation is
critical to informing to-be designs, but also
enabling those affected by changes to be brought
along the change journey and avoid surprises.
Whilst quite a lot of work was done to involve
schools, parents and carers; even more should
have been done such as involving representatives
of the parent and carer groups from the outset.
More involvement of front line staff (care managers,
day centre managers, social care teams, schools)
would aid to-be designs and help staff understand
how they may have to change the way they work
with the new service.

5.

Market engagement is needed to understand the
available supply, and in particular local capacity
and the current operating conditions for potential
suppliers. More work to warm the market may
have produced a higher level of interest at the first
stage of procurement. If all of the contracts had
been let at this stage, more time would have been
available to prepare for the mobilisation issues.

6.

“Business as usual” arrangements need to be
established as early as possible so that expertise
can inform and plan mobilisation thoroughly.
Future projects should appreciate that the
mobilisation of complex contracts is likely to take
over three months particularly where large TUPE
transfers are involved.
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7.

Commercial terms and conditions, such as the use
of break clauses in contracts need to be considered
at a strategic level within the programme to ensure
the right balance between risk, cost and service
flexibility.

8.

A communications plan was prepared early in the
programme
and
during
mobilisation
communication was meticulously co-ordinated and
delivered, but more could still have been done.

9.

Project resourcing should be planned upfront, with
strategic representation from commissioning and
services, in addition to programme management
and procurement expertise.
Risk analysis
approaches require strengthening.

10.

More work is needed to ensure that Members are
fully engaged throughout the process, including
Scrutiny Members, and provide the opportunity to
inform future service designs, and commissioning
strategies and delivery plans.

Appendix A to Appendix 8 to Procurement Working
Group’s Report: Procurement Summary
1.

Westminster led the procurement work stream, and, as
such, the Westminster City Council procurement code
and bi-borough procurement approval processes were
followed

2.

The procurement was in three stages
 Pre-Qualification Questionnaire - To allow the
identification of a number of suitably qualified and
experienced businesses who will be invited to submit
a tender
 Evaluation of Tenders to establish a framework of
contractors
 Evaluation of mini-competitions to award individual
contracts.

3.

The tender was divided into the following lots:
 Lot 1A - Framework agreement for the provision of
Passenger Transport Operations using vehicles
generally suitable for larger group travel (usually
mini-buses).
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Lot 1B - Framework Agreement for the provision of
Passenger Transport Operations using vehicles
generally suitable for individual and smaller group
travel (usually taxis).

4.

The evaluation of tendering process was designed to
ensure that only those organisations capable of providing
an essential service to vulnerable clients were considered.

5.

As part of the Contract award criteria was a primary focus
on quality. Only those tenders who were deemed to have
achieved the requisite quality threshold would be
considered for appointment. This involved evaluating
tenders against a Service User Quality. Organisations
failing to achieve the quality threshold on any criteria,
given the sensitivity and profile of this front-line service
to vulnerable groups of clients, were eliminated. Only
those tenders that were successfully marked against
these would advance to the next stage.

6.

Responses on the operational capability of the
organisations to deliver the Services were marked. The
organisation achieving the highest score was allocated 30
marks and the organisation with the lowest score
allocated 0 marks. Marks were allocated on a pro-rata
basis to all other organisations.

7.

For the scoring of price, organisations were required to
submit costs for the provision of the lot for which they
had been invited to tender, against a specification
detailed in the Invitation to Tender (ITT). For each lot,
organisations were allocated price marks out of 70, with
70 being awarded to the organisation with the lowest cost
and 0 to the organisation with the highest cost. Marks
were allocated on a pro-rata basis to organisations with
costs between the highest and lowest.

8.

For each lot, the overall ranking of responses from each
organisation was determined by combining the marks out
of 30 for capability and marks out of 70 for cost to give
total score out of a possible 100.

9.

For Lots 1A and 1B, up to 4 organisations could be
recommended for inclusion on the Framework Agreement.
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10.

The process and outcomes of the ITT evaluation were
audited by RMS Tenon (external auditors). The key
findings were as follows:



The Tri-borough Passenger Transport tender process
followed the ITT guidelines;
All bidders at the ITT stage have been awarded
correctly.

11.

Having established the framework agreement minicompetitions were run to determine the lowest priced
contractor (all existing quality checks were also
confirmed).

12.

As it was not possible to award all routes via the original
framework agreements the routes that were not awarded
were re-packaged and subsequently let through the WLA
framework or in smaller sizes through the Tri-borough
framework.
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APPENDIX 9
TRI-BOROUGH’S TOTAL FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
CONTRACT– KEY LESSONS LEARNED
1.

Ensure there is early access to high quality professional
and technical advice (Legal, finance, procurement and
HR).
Projects of this complexity require high level professional and
technical advice. The project benefitted from good advice both
internally and externally on legal, procurement, technical and
client matters. It suffered from not having early (and sometimes
continuing) financial and HR input.

2.

Consult the market early to shape the procurement and
attract interest and maximise bids.
The project benefitted from engaging the market at an early
stage and the open contractor’s day was mentioned by a
number of people as best practice. Consulting the market
helps to shape and influence the procurement so it is attractive
to the market and more likely to encourage bids.

3.

Choosing the right procurement approach.
A number of officers and external advisers have emphasised
the importance of selecting the right Procurement approach. In
this case, a Competitive Dialogue suitably adapted proved
effective in delivering a positive outcome. It was recognised
that the normal approach, a restricted procedure, would not
have been as successful.

4.

Ensure there is effective leadership and governance in
place including a Project Board that can make decisions
and an effective project team to implement them.
Some of the feedback both internally and externally indicates
this was an area for improvement. All major projects require
leadership, good governance and effective decision making.
Some of the positives included little turnover of permanent
members and a dedicated workspace. However, there were
concerns that the Project Board could have been more decisive,
record keeping was not as good as it could have been. A
different approach may have been adopted by the councils had
they known the potential savings (in addition to the targeted
£20 m over 10 years) that the procurement was likely to achieved.
The Board should be responsible for appointing the Project
Manager and project assistant.
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5.

Ensure there is a well-developed business case and options
appraisal signed off outlining before the procurement
commences.
A business case and options appraisal was in place and this was
mentioned as “a strength” by the technical adviser. However, it
could have been more robust in terms of identifying the proposed
client structure and capturing what the ultimate vision would be.

6.

Manage the consultants effectively.
The project benefitted from having access to a good range of
consultants
who
undoubtedly
added
value
and
were
instrumental in securing a beneficial outcome for the councils.
However, it is important that they are managed effectively and
not left running parts of the project with little or no input from
officers. A number of criticisms made by the consultants
suggested that during a number of clarification meetings with
the preferred bidder, there were no officers involved to take
the decisions. This was eventually rectified by the involvement
of the Director of Property (RBKC).

7.

Managing the data effectively.
Projects of this type require a lot of data for bidders when
preparing their tenders and where data is wrong or missing, this
can lead to contractual disputes post-award. In their interview,
Amey said missing asset data and discrepancies is a common
problem and recommend that data-sets should be prepared well
in advance of the opportunity being advertised and signed off
by the service director concerned.

8.

Ensure there is an effective communications strategy in
place and a communications lead is supporting the project.
A number of interviewees and respondents from the survey
highlighted this as an area for improvement. Consultation with
Lead Members took place at key stages and there were a
variety of techniques for other stakeholders including road
shows, flash reports and emails. However, there was no
communications lead on the team (until much later), the role
was taken on by a variety of project team members and
communications with staff and other stakeholders was irregular
and inadequate.
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9.

There should be a dedicated individual or group for
ensuring that HR issues are properly managed with TUPE
and pensions at the forefront.
A number of interviewees and respondents from the survey
highlighted this as an area for improvement. With projects of
this complexity, HR needs to be involved throughout the project.
The lack of input could put projects of this nature in jeopardy.

10. Early involvement of
corporate finance
and
an
understanding of the potential financial implications of the
project.
This was a large project with complex pricing and it was
important that professional financial involvement was engaged
at an early stage. This was picked up by a number of the
external consultants as an area for improvement. The financial
model used in the procurement process had to be radically
improved and this lost the council about 2 months in the overall
process. Key stakeholders did not seem to understand the
savings involved.
11. The need to understanding some of the complex
professional advice given during any project (e.g. service
delivery options available including Teckal local authority
companies and joint venture companies).
For large projects, there will always be complex financial and
legal advice given to those managing the process. In this project
a range of service delivery options were proposed in response
to the dialogue with market leaders, who seemed to be averse
to hosted solutions. These included the setting up of a teckal
(local authority) and joint venture companies. Whether the
councils would have had greater flexibility in engaging with other
councils calling off from the framework will become evident over
time.
12. Ensure proper discussion takes place at an early stage
on what client side is to be put in place and how this will
work.
Whilst the Business Case may set out the Council’s aims and
objectives on how the client-side will works, flexibility needs to
be built into the process should alternative solutions emerge
during the competitive dialogue process.
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13. Explore the scope for providing assurance to bidders that
there is a commitment to see the tri borough
procurement through to the conclusion.
Throughout the tendering process there was a constant concern,
right to the end, from the successful bidder that the three
councils would not agree and abandon the procurement. The
cost for the bidder of participating in this type of procurement
is in the region of £500k.
This concern stems from a decision taken a number of years
ago by members of Edinburgh City Council not to award a
facilities management contract (despite a recommendation from
officers that significant savings would be achieved).
For future projects private sector companies would welcome
some form of assurance/commitment from lead members and
chief officers that it has traction.
14. Using Internal Audit at a mid-point through a complex
procurement process to ensure compliance and examine
possible risks.
H&F’s Internal Auditors (originally, Deloitte, now Mazars) carried
out a review of process at the end of the first round of
Competitive Dialogue. They found no fault with the way in which
the procurement was being managed or the governance
arrangements that H&F had put in place and issued a “Substantial”
assurance report with no recommendations for improvement.
The Audit Opinion & Direction of Travel has only f our
categories: (i) None, (ii) Limited, (iii) Satisfactory and (iv)
Substantial.
15. Benefit from establishing a proper gate process to
challenge decisions at key points.
With the move towards Tri-borough Procurement arrangements
the 3 councils have already been put in place ‘gate’
arrangements that will challenge decisions at key stages. This
‘ gate’ arrangement is currently under review.
16. Where conducting a Competitive Dialogue procedure, the
following points are worth noting:


Ensure there are not too many work-streams happening
simultaneously – it will stretch managers and add to their
costs.
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Ensure there is a fully resourced and realistic timetable
setting out key dates.



Make sure bidders are kept fully appraised of any delays
during periods of perceived inactivity.



Ensure mixed messages are not given at different workstream discussions.



Always undertake a formal moderation of scores at all
stages that involve the de- selection of candidates/bidders
ideally using a consensus scoring method.



The use of a Preferred Bidder Stage is essential in order
to de-risk the final award and allow clarifications to
continue up to the award of the contract by the Cabinet.



Don’t be afraid to stick to your guns when negotiating in
this project further savings were achieved by doing just
that.

General points made through interviews with bidder/technical
consultants and from respondents to the survey.
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APPENDIX 10
LESSONS LEARNED FROM HOLLAND PARK SCHOOL BUILDING
CONTRACT
Corporate Property’s procurement strategy for delivering our high
profile capital programme, as evidenced on our current capital
programme of approximately £175m over thirteen projects, has
demonstrated and ensured greater certainty over time, budget and
proactive risk management thereby protecting the Council and
delivering more value for money.
Specifically, the Royal Borough’s programme approach has:














Leveraged buying power through volume and economies of
scale
Reduced procurement times and increase speed to market
Reduced procurement costs by reducing the number of
competitions and using frameworks for procuring contractors
and consultants
Introduced the use of fixed fee agreements for consultants
Used project-specific procurement routes: single and two-stage
design and build; traditional full design
Prevented the possibility of scope gaps in services through
inconsistent procurement
Ensured a consistent approach is applied to individual projects
Facilitated the application of strong project governance and
decision making
Allowed effective quality management through standardised
processes and reporting
Provided a single point of contact and one stop shop
Introduced the flexibility needed to allow feasibility studies or
additional projects to be undertaken without expensive
procurement exercises
Allowed interdependences between individual projects to be
understood and managed
Allowed lessons learned to be applied to all projects, not just
individual schemes.
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APPENDIX 11
SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE
With risks constantly evolving, the Procurement Working Group
believes a resilient supply chain is essential. It believes this relies on
a five-stage process:


Assess supply chain resilience
Evaluate the overall supply chain resilience and
pinpoint critical vulnerabilities.



Determine the risk exposure
Prioritise risks based on vulnerability and how critical
those risks are. Aggregate key risks to quantify and
determine the baseline exposure level.



Evaluate and prioritise resilience strategies
against cost, benefit and risk tolerance and
develop an action plan



Address supply chain resilience opportunities
Define and follow a roadmap for addressing supply
chain vulnerabilities and capitalising on opportunities
to improve resilience.



Monitor supply chain resilience
Develop mechanisms to monitor supply chain resilience,
manage new vulnerabilities and look for the next
opportunities to improve resilience.

Officers involved in commissioning, procurement and contract
management must assess how critical their service is to the Council
and check the financial stability of suppliers in their supply chain.
They must also confirm suppliers have adequate business continuity
arrangements in place and build service continuity into contracts.
The Business Continuity Strategy 2014-2015 makes it a duty for
officers to continually monitor supply chain resilience and have
mitigation strategies in place in case of supply chain failure.
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APPENDIX 12
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK: EU PROCUREMENT DIRECTIVES
AND RULES; COUNCIL’S GOVERNING FRAMEWORK FOR
COMMISSIONING AND PROCUREMENT
EU Procurement Rules. All procurement is subject to applicable EU
and United Kingdom law.
The EU Public Procurement Directives and Rules apply to all public
service organisations and set out procedures for awarding contracts
above defined financial thresholds. Their purpose is to open up the
public procurement market place to ensure the free movement of
goods and services throughout the EU, thereby increasing
opportunities for competitive suppliers, contractors and service
providers and providing the community with more innovative service
solutions and better value for money.
EU law governing procurement across Member states has been
transcribed into UK law as the Public Contract Regulations 2015
(PCR2015).
For Member States whose currency is not the Euro, the financial
thresholds above which a contract needs to be opened up to the EU
are reviewed bi-annually and apply throughout the calendar year
January to December.
Contact Information for the Official Journal of the European Union
(OJEU) can be found at http://simap.europa.eu/
Tenders
Electronic
Daily
(TED)
is
available
at
http://ted.europa.eu/Exec?Template=TED/homepage.htm&DataFlo
w=hRead.dfl&hpt=ALL&StatLang=EN
The EU Directives are mandatory and must be applied in full.
Exemption from any Contract Standing Orders must be authorised by
the relevant decision maker, director or 151 Officer as prescribed in
Part Four – F, 2.9, exemptions/waivers of the Royal Borough Contract
Regulations.
RBKC’s Regulatory Framework. In addition, the Royal Borough’s
Constitution sets out the rules governing the operation of the Council.
There are two sets of rules that regulate how the Council buys works,
services and goods. These are the Financial Procedure Rules and the
Contract Regulations that guide how officers should conduct and
further develop procurement activities.
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The Council’s Contract Regulations, embedded in the Constitution,
contain the Council’s minimum requirements for purchasing
construction works, supplies and services (including the appointment
of consultants) and must be complied with at all times. All officers
responsible for letting contracts are required to do so in accordance
with the Regulations and the Procurement Framework (Regulation
1.01 – 1.03 apply). More information is available for officers on the
interpretation and application of the Contract Regulations, EU and UK
procurement law is available on KCnet and Tri-Bnet (procurement
guidelines).
In all dealings in the procurement process, the Council must preserve
the highest standards of honesty, integrity, impartiality and
objectivity and officers should strive to comply with the Council’s
Contract Regulations at all times.
The Council’s Contract Regulations clause 2.24 stipulates that all
procurement projects for contracts over £500,000 should be
managed in accordance with PRINCE 2 principles and sets out the
minimum standards required. In the Royal Borough the PRINCE 2
methodology is promoted as the standard approach to managing
projects and guidance as to its application can be found on the
Council’s intranet pages. (Projects in Controlled Environments) is a
structured method for effective project management.
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APPENDIX 13
METHODS OF MONITORING KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
It is important to monitor performance and achievements. A variety
of options is available, including:


Comparing performance against business plans and targets



Monitoring the use of suppliers other than approved suppliers
and asking why.



Monitoring the content of risk registers, which should be
updated at least on a monthly basis.



Reviewing waivers allowing officers to use suppliers other than
those that have been approved.



Monitoring the incidence of non-order invoices.



Benchmarking
performance.



Setting up user groups to assess supplier performance.



Developing self-assessment checklists to identify training and
development needs.



Reporting savings achieved through contract negotiation.



Monitoring the use of approved suppliers and contracts and
revising approved lists.



Establishing and reporting on procedural targets and indicators.



Highlighting variances from established policies, plans and
procedures.

against

external
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APPENDIX 14
SCHEDULE OF PROCUREMENT COMPETENCIES
Managing the
procurement process
Choosing the right
contract and legal
considerations

Procurement
competencies

Supply chain analysis

Risk identification and
management

Communication skills
Financial understanding
including Spend
Analytics
Contract management

Stakeholder analysis

Understanding the
market
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A5
THE ROYAL BOROUGH OF KENSINGTON AND CHELSEA
CABINET AND CORPORATE SERVICES SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
19 SEPTEMBER 2016
SCRUTINY ANNUAL WORK PROGRAMME 2016-17
REPORT OF THE SCRUTINY CHAIRMAN

This paper sets out the current position of working groups set up during
the Municipal Year 2015/16. It also gives details of suggestions for
working groups and substantive agenda items for the Municipal Year
2016/17. Members of the Committee are invited to put forward
additional topics for inclusion in the work programme.
FOR DISCUSSION AND AGREEMENT

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Each year, the Scrutiny Steering Group arranges a consultation on
possible review topics for the next year’s Scrutiny Programme.
Suggestions are invited by a questionnaire to all councillors and
senior managers and also from members of the public via the
Scrutiny website. A paper summarising the suggestions is put to the
September round of Scrutiny Committee meetings to inform decisions
on next year’s scrutiny programme.

1.2

This paper sets out the various suggestions received for the Cabinet
and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee. Committee members
are welcome to suggest additional topics for consideration to the
Chairman. These should be within the remit of the Committee and
not a topic that has been the subject of a recent Working Group or
agenda item. For any suggestions that are accepted, committee
members will need to consider whether they are most appropriately
dealt with as agenda items or by a Working Group of the Committee.
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2.

POSSIBLE TOPICS FOR IN-DEPTH REVIEWS

2.1

The Procurement Working Group presented a draft report to the
Scrutiny Committee in July 2016 and the final report is elsewhere on
the agenda.

2.2

Following consultation with Councillors, senior officers and members
of the public, the topics included in Table One are the suggested
topics for the Municipal Year 2016/17.

Table One

2.3

Topic

Reasons for Inclusion in the
Scrutiny Programme

Staffing Matters, for example
recruitment and retention
(Councillor suggestion)

Staff are key to the delivery of all
the Council’s services

The Community Policing Team
(Cabinet Member suggestion)

The contract is due for renewal
next year so there is an
opportunity for the Scrutiny
Committee to provide thoughts
and views on the specification.

Metropolitan Police consultation on
the re-organisation of Borough
Commanders (Officer suggestion)

The Scrutiny Committee is the
Council’s statutory crime and
disorder committee.

The infrastructure for superfast
broadband (Officer suggestion)

It is 3 years since the
infrastructure was agreed but it is
progressing very slowly. Residents
and businesses have expressed
concerns. The provider, BT
Openreach, would be asked to
attend to give evidence to a
working group or special
committee meeting.

The following extract on review topic selection is taken from the Royal
Borough Scrutiny Guide:
“In order to facilitate the process of selection, criteria for selecting
topics for review have been agreed and include:
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a)
b)
c)
d)

the importance of the issue to the residents of the Royal Borough
the availability of resources
the timeliness of the issue
the expected value added to the work of the Council by the
review
e) the need to obtain a balance of different types of reviews in the
programme.
In taking a decision on which topics to take forward, each
committee is advised to limit itself to two in-depth studies at any
one time. The criteria should be applied systematically to all the
topics that are nominated for review as part of the consultation
process, including any that emerge after the programme has
started. Once an Annual Programme is agreed, additional topics are
added if and when circumstances require.”
3.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

The Committee is invited to:


decide which topic or topics should be taken forward for
investigation in 2016/17;



suggest other items which should be included in the programme.

Cllr Pat Mason
Scrutiny Committee Chairman
Background papers: None
Report
contact
details:
Jacqui.hird@rbkc.gov.uk

Jacqui
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Hird,

Scrutiny

Manager

A6
THE ROYAL BOROUGH OF KENSINGTON AND CHELSEA

CABINET AND CORPORATE SERVICES SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –
19 SEPTEMBER 2016
REPORT BY THE TOWN CLERK

THE ROYAL BOROUGH’S EFFICIENCY PLAN 2016-17 TO 2019-20

The draft Royal Borough efficiency plan for 2016-17 to 2019-20 is attached.
An updated draft will be considered by the Cabinet at its meeting on 22
September. It is included here for information/comment.
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Executive Decision Report

Full Cabinet
Decision maker

Date of decision: 22 September 2016
Forward Plan reference:
KD04875/16/K/A

Report title

ROYAL BOROUGH OF KENSINGTON AND CHELSEA
EFFICIENCY PLAN

Reporting
officer

Nicholas Holgate, Town Clerk

Key decision

Yes

Access to
information
classification

Public
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1. The Government has offered four years of funding certainty to local
authorities who both confirm they are accepting the offer and publish an
efficiency plan. This report presents the Council’s proposed draft
efficiency plan for Cabinet to approve.
2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1. The Cabinet is recommended:
 to approve the draft efficiency plan for publication set out in
Annex I;
 to delegate finalising the efficiency plan to the Town Clerk.
3.

REASONS FOR DECISION

3.1. In March 2016, the Government confirmed a finance settlement
commitment to provide minimum funding allocations for each year of
the Spending Review period (2016-17 to 2019-20) if a) councils
choose to accept the offer and b) if they publish an efficiency plan.
The deadline for both is 14 October 2016.
3.2. The Council is elected to take up the offer of four years of guaranteed
funding and take advantage of the medium-term financial planning
certainty this potentially provides. The efficiency plan attached at
Annex I is the draft version of what the Council intends to publish in
final form on its website and submit to government by the deadline.
3.3. There might be changes or additions to the draft plan before final
submission as the Council is, for example, currently awaiting the
outcome of the 2015-16 external audit (which includes the latest value
for money review) and the latest external credit rating review. Both of
which should be available by the end of September.
4.

BACKGROUND

4.1. As set out in section 3 above, the government has, as part of the
provisional finance settlement in December 2015 and subsequently
confirmed in writing in March 2016, offered four years of funding
certainty to local authorities.
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5. PROPOSAL AND ISSUES
5.1. The Efficiency Plan at Annex I sets out the purposes served by ever
greater efficiency; evidence for the Council’s success in maintaining or
improving its services; the role played by efficiency to date and the
likely potential for further gains in efficiency in years to come.
6. OPTIONS AND ANALYSIS
6.1. The Efficiency Plan summarises material, including options and
analysis, published elsewhere on the Council’s website including
Budget Proposals, the annual revenue budget and capital programme
approved by Council in March 2016.
7. CONSULTATION
7.1. The efficiency plan captures existing policies and initiatives which
already have or will continue be subject to consultation if required.
8. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS
8.1. The efficiency plan captures existing policies and initiatives which have
already been via Scrutiny Committee and/or external consultation if
required.
9. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
9.1. There are none [LeVerne Parker to confirm].
10.

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS

10.1. These are addressed throughout the report and in the relation
documents and publications.
Nicholas Holgate
Town Clerk
Local Government Act 1972 (as amended) – Background papers used
in the preparation of this report: None
Contact officer:
Kevin Bartle, Interim Director of Finance, kevin.bartle@rbkc.gov.uk, 020 7
361 2316
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APPENDIX A
Other Implications
The Efficiency Plan is a government requirement which substantially draws
on other public domain documents and plans of the Council which already
address any other implications and have been considered by both the
Cabinet and full Council. These are referenced in the draft plan itself.
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Annex I
The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
Efficiency Plan 2016-17 to 2019-20
The then Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government wrote to
Council Leaders on 10 March 2016 to offer greater certainty over funding
from central Government over the period to 2019-20 in return for the
production of an efficiency plan. He stated that the plan could be as simple
and straightforward as possible.
This plan sets out the purposes served by ever greater efficiency; evidence
for the Council’s success in maintaining or improving its services; the role
played by efficiency to date and the likely potential for further gains in
efficiency in years to come.

The Council’s Mission for the Royal Borough
The Council seeks to become more efficient over time in order to achieve its
objectives on behalf of the borough’s residents at as low a cost as possible
to the taxpayer.
It has expressed its mission for the borough as follows:
“We want the Royal Borough to be a place where people of all backgrounds wish to
live: an attractive, safe and diverse area in which residents, businesses and visitors
have the opportunity to thrive; a place that is smart, creative and prosperous, with
resilient and public-spirited residents who respect their neighbours and contribute
to their local communities.”

The Council is therefore committed to:
 delivering good and affordable public services that are well managed and
easy to use
 remaining one of the lowest-taxing councils in the country
 listening to our residents, respecting their diverse backgrounds,
needs, ambitions and views, and championing their interests
 protecting the Royal Borough’s character, investing in the public
buildings and spaces that make Kensington and Chelsea special and
seeking opportunities to improve areas where housing (and other
amenities) could benefit from regeneration
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 securing and maintaining a first-class educational offer, both through
the quality of our schools and a significant capital investment
programme
 ensuring that redevelopments such as those at Earl’s Court and Warwick
Road yield lasting and significant benefits for the borough and its current
and future residents
 supporting residents to work with one another to improve the
quality of life in their local communities
 encouraging the development of a prosperous and growing local
economy that offers local people opportunities to work
 reducing the damage the Council’s actions can have on the
environment, and encouraging others to do likewise
 working with partners in the public and voluntary sectors to
address the social issues that all urban areas confront, such as:
o the poor health, worklessness and low incomes of some residents
o parents who face a range of problems that affect their
ability to keep their children safe from harm and
promote their welfare
o antisocial behaviour, crime and the fear of crime
o the challenges and opportunities for elderly residents and
those who are most vulnerable
o intense pressures on all elements of the borough’s
housing and the difficulties that arise from this, such as
overcrowding
 and taking actions and decisions that are transparent and well explained.

Good and affordable public services
In fulfilling this mission, the Cabinet remain committed to a range of high,
often uniquely high, service standards. These are recognised by residents: in
early 2016, in a face-to-face poll of about 1,000 residents by an independent
company, 90 per cent of residents said that they were fairly or very satisfied
with the area as a place to live; and 85 per cent said that they were fairly or
very satisfied with the way the Council ran things.
7

Here are some of the ways in which the Council achieves these ratings:
 In March 2016, OFSTED rated children’s social services in the borough as
Outstanding. It was the most complimentary report issued so far to a
local authority under the current model of inspection;
 In 2015, the borough’s primary schools delivered the best results in
England: 90 per cent of children achieved the expected Level 4+ in Key
Stage 2 reading, writing and mathematics. This is ten percentage
points above the national average and eight points above the average
for London schools;
 this borough continues to offer support to adults with ‘moderate’
needs, even though they can manage most daily living tasks for
themselves. We believe this means that they remain independent at
home for longer. The borough is one of very few Councils that
address a wider range of needs in this way;
 the borough collects domestic waste twice a week and achieves very
high ratings for its ‘street scene’ services: 89 per cent of residents
rate refuse collection as good, very good or excellent. Street lighting,
street cleaning and the repair of roads and pavements score 88 per
cent, 88 per cent and 77 per cent respectively;
 parks and open spaces are particularly important for so densely
populated a borough: ten of the borough’s parks won Green Flags in
July 2016;
 The Council has substantially invested in it’s leisure centres in order
to provide excellent facilities as well as maximise income generating
potential. Both the Council’s leisure centres are provided at a net
return to the Council;
 There is a single parking zone for residents throughout the borough,
thus offering residents more flexibility over where to park than is
available in other boroughs;
 The Kensington and Chelsea Community Policing Team comprises an
extra 41 police officers partly funded by the Council, to provide an
additional, visible police presence in the borough tackling those issues of
most concern to our residents.
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 Basement developments were blighting residents’ lives. The borough now
has:
o The strictest restrictions on such developments in England;
o The most active enforcement of conditions attached by the Council
to such developments; and
o A new Code of Construction that will bear down on noisy weekend
working.
 The Council sets the fifth lowest Council Tax in England and has not
increased Council Tax since 2009.

Sources of savings
The Council owns £1.5 billion of assets as at 31 March 2016, mainly land and
buildings, employs around 2,700 staff, has contracts with various suppliers
and works with partners across the public, voluntary and community sectors
to achieve this mission. All measures that increase the output from these
resources represent improvements in efficiency. Reductions in the costs of
those resources are strictly speaking economies, not efficiencies.
Between 2010-11 and 2016-17, the Council reduced its spending on
services, on a like-for-like basis and allowing for inflation, by 20 per cent.
Table 1 below sets out the sources of lower costs or higher income over
that period.
Table 1: Sources of funding between 2010-11 and 2016-171
Note
1
2
3
4
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1.
2.

3.

Improved efficiency or economy
Of which: bi- and tri-borough savings
Procurement savings and other reductions in cost
Reductions in service
Increased income
Other sources
Total
Less: Growth in spending
Net savings

£’000
53,034
13,774
10,364
5,879
28,612
1,487
99,374
14,024
85,350

If savings arise from a re-organisation of a team, it can comprise both economies (reductions in cost) and
efficiencies together.
Savings from bi- and tri-borough working include reductions in numbers of managers across the City of
Westminster, the London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham and the Royal Borough, procurement
savings and further savings from the three boroughs learning from one another.
An example of a reduction in service is the closure of a drop-in centre for residents.

More details are provided in the Council’s annual publication ‘Budget Proposals’. The link to
the 2016-17 edition is here: Budget Proposals 2016-17. Previous editions can be found on
the Business Planning page of the Council’s website.
1
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4.

5.

The borough has increased its income in many ways, such as the leasing out of formerly operational
assets, the offer of advice on planning applications before they are formally submitted and income from
commercial waste.
These are specific items, not just allowance for inflation, such as the need to find temporary
accommodation for families unable to afford their current rent; looking after larger numbers of children
who are seeking asylum; and increasing staff time devoted to curbing noisy basement developments.

It is not always possible to attribute a saving precisely across these
categories. Nevertheless, some points to draw out from Table 1 are that:
 the Council has had to fund specific increases in spending over the period,
some of them arising from policies of central Government, absorbing
about a seventh of the gross savings;
 growth in income has played an important part in making ends meet; but
 efficiency and economy have been much the most important sources of
savings. Of this amount, about a quarter has arisen from shared services
with our two neighbouring boroughs; and
 Only about 5 per cent of all savings have represented reductions in
services to residents.

Outlook
The Council achieved discretionary savings of £13 million for the first year –
2016-17 – covered by the Secretary of State’s offer. Of this, up to £6.7
million may represent improvements in efficiency, alongside some
economies.
Taking the Secretary of State’s grant projections into account, alongside
assumptions for inflation, certain items of demand-led expenditure and other
foreseeable changes over time, the Council estimates that it will have to
identify further savings of £8 million in each of 2017-18, 2018-19 and 201920. A notable pressure over this period is an ever-increasing cost of
temporary accommodation for households who cannot afford to rent their
current accommodation in the borough.
In planning for the three further years to 2019-20, the Cabinet of the Royal
Borough has resolved:
 To maintain many if not all its key service standards, and seek
improvements where feasible;
 To seek efficiency savings of about 2 per cent a year;
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 To attempt innovative, outward-facing savings of a similar magnitude, for
instance through involving residents in doing more for themselves or one
another; developing policies derived from ‘Behavioural Insight’; and being
prepared to spend one-off sums in changes to working practice that will
yield lower demand or lower costs in due course; and
 To provide incentives for Council departments to work together even
more collaboratively than before.
The Council has an annual budget planning cycle wherein:
 Indicative savings are set for each department in February for the three
financial years starting in April of the following year;
 Officers have three clear months in which to debate the least damaging
form that these savings can take, with an emphasis on the first year of
the three;
 The Council Leader and the Cabinet Member for Finance and Strategy
address each department’s plans with the Cabinet members responsible
in June;
 After further work, the Cabinet publishes provisional proposals in
November for comments by the Council’s five scrutiny committees, and
by residents, which it considers; and
 The Council then votes on the revenue budget for the next financial year,
alongside the Council’s pay policy and Treasury policy and its three year
capital programme, in early March.
 In addition to the revenue budget and capital programme, the Council
publishes annually its ‘Budget Proposals’, a summary of its financial
policies and performance2.

The role of efficiency
Savings from greater efficiency may therefore provide about half the sum
estimated to be necessary by the Council over the period to 2019-20 in
order to maintain and sometimes improve upon its chosen service
standards.
2

The most recent edition is here: Budget Proposals 2016-17.
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Could efficiency be increased at a rate greater than 2 per cent a year?
Although this is a small number, it seems unlikely to be realistic to set it
higher across the Council as a whole, given that:
 The Council comprises a bundle of very different services, which at any
time will have a variety of options for improvements in efficiency (or
productivity). As an average for the Council as a whole, performance
may tend to cluster at an average for services at large;
 Data on productivity growth across the economy as a whole are not
reliable; but for what they are worth, average whole economy annual
productivity growth per worker was 2.0 per cent between 1960 and 2014.
A potentially more relevant series is output per hour in services. These
data are available from 1994. Annual growth was 2.0 per cent over
1994-2007 but only 1.4 per cent over 1994-2014. The former figure may
show the benefit of a background of growth in national output (and
growth in funding for public services); the latter figure may reflect the
disruption of the recession.
 Some exceptional savings were secured through the move to bi-borough
and tri-borough services. The scope for more of the same is more limited
now;
 In common with all other local authorities, the pressures upon the Council
to achieve greater efficiency since 2010 are entirely without precedent. It
is not at all straightforward to predict deliverable efficiency in years to
come, given the scale and duration of retrenchment to date.
Reflecting the various uncertainties of measuring good service, of knowing
how service quality will be affected by continuous adaptation and given a
desire not to undermine the capacity to deliver continued good service, the
decisions the Cabinet takes each year are somewhat contingent. While
needing wherever possible to save money, it retains the scope to add
funding back in if efficiency or other savings measures have unintended,
adverse consequences.
The Council is committed to delivering further savings from tri and bi
arrangements and working which generate efficiencies from the joint
commissioning and delivery of services. With at least £14 million of savings
delivered from these arrangements to date, there is scope for more.
Alongside this Council is open to self-challenge on all aspects of procurement
and committed to improvement as evidenced by the publication of the recent
scrutiny working group report.
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Turning from the general to the specific, these are examples of efficiency
savings that the Council has made and will continue to make:
 Arguably, assisting adults with moderate care needs delays the point at
which their quality of life deteriorates and costs of their care rise steeply;
 A complete service redesign and restructure of adult social care
operations was completed in July 2016. This has simplified the pathway
across front door, hospital, reablement and complex care services so that
the service is more effective and efficient. A reduction of 20 full time
equivalent posts out of 127 were made through this programme;
 Focus on Practice, a programme of improving the skills of children’s social

workers, has been funded by the Department for Education. The
programme covers our work with children and families in all areas of
children’s social care, and includes both social workers and other, allied
practitioners who work within early help, with children in need, in child
protection, with looked after children or those leaving care, with disabled
children and with teenagers and young offenders. The core objective of
Focus on Practice is for social workers and other practitioners to use their
professional expertise to help create positive change for families and
better outcomes for children and young people. Over the next three
years, we expect to see a reduction in the number of children looked after
and those subject to child protection plans, and more effective
interventions with families resulting in fewer re-referrals to our
services. The number of entries to care has also continued to fall since
the start of Focus on Practice. We consider this to be a possible, early
indication of the practice changes which are promoting more in-depth,
strengths-based work with families to keep children and young people
within their networks.

 A collaborative commissioning project has been agreed between
Children’s Family Services, Commissioning and Public Health Directorates
to consider early help and early intervention services for children and
families, and develop a joint strategy to integrate services and support
for families, improve the customer experience and realise efficiencies or
savings through improved care pathways and reduced duplication of staff
or overheads. Collaborative commissioning arrangements have been put
in place between Children’s services and Public Health Departments, and
services in scope will include Health Visiting, Children’s Centres, Early
help and other early intervention support.
 Through efficiencies in service delivery we have maintained our
commitment to supporting a first class education offer for our children
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and young people by continuing to make available to our schools a highly
regarded central School Standards service. The re-organisation of this
service as part of the Royal Borough’s tri-borough working with
Hammersmith & Fulham and Westminster has since 2013 both realised
significant savings of £360 k for the Council and made full use from the
economies of scale achieved from the pooling of expertise and resources
across the three boroughs. The specific service efficiencies have included
the creation of tri-borough posts, reducing the number of centrally
employed school improvement advisers, centralising the schools business
support function and establishing a traded service income source from
service level agreements with schools. Over the last three years
approximately £60,000 a year has been generated from school
subscriptions to the school improvement service level agreement, and
further work is being undertaken to extend further income from this
source;
 The Council has successfully negotiated a reduced rate for the processing
of recyclable waste for another year, saving an estimated £0.4 million per
annum;
 The Council has a shared Parks Police service with the London Borough of
Hammersmith & Fulham. As well as build service resilience, this has
reduced annual costs by circa £0.1 million;
 On the Supporting People programme, the Council has achieved savings
of £2 million over the five years to 2016-17 through re-procurements,
remodelling and replacing accommodation-based services with floating
support.
 Reconfiguration of services provided by Home Improvement Agency;
 Reductions in posts: over five years to 2016-17, the Housing service has,
for example, deleted 17 posts out of a total of 136;
 ‘Cashless parking’ for visitors to the borough will often be more
convenient for visitors; it will also save costs in collecting money from
meters and incurring some losses from broken meters;
 Using the Council’s operational estate more efficiently: recognising that
many Council officers work directly with residents and do not need desk
space throughout the working day, the Council has moved to a 7:10 ratio
of desks to officers. It has thus saved space, reducing its costs; and
earned an income from that space, including a part of Kensington Town
Hall;
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 Moving transactional services on-line: for routine processes such as
renewing a resident’s parking permit, it can be much cheaper and more
convenient for the resident to enable him or her to do this on-line than to
ring or to visit the Town Hall in person;
 Enabling mobile working, such that officers making visits within the
borough can record their findings on site and transmit them back to
secure storage in the Council, thus avoiding re-keying reports or journeys
to and from the office;
 The Council’s registrars service intends to raise additional income by
diversifying the range of chargeable services it offers and by extending
weekday and weekend working, thus offsetting the overhead costs
associated with this service;
 Implementing a range of measures including behavioural ‘nudges’ and
improved communication to enable a significant increase in the proportion
of planning applications which have the correct information when
submitted, thereby avoiding wasted effort and delays in the registration
process;
 Implementing website improvements to increase its use by choice for
transactions, with automated data entry into back office systems to
remove staff costs and potential for human error (for example, making
comments on planning applications);
 Package contracts for similar work to achieve economies of scale in
procurement either from a larger supplier or a group of smaller suppliers
(such as tree maintenance across parks and highways).

Conclusion
Efficiency will continue to play a substantial role in the borough’s
maintenance and improvement of its services alongside increases to its
income and ever better procurement.
Nicholas Holgate
Town Clerk
September 2016
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A7
THE ROYAL BOROUGH OF KENSINGTON AND CHELSEA
CABINET AND CORPORATE SERVICES SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
19 SEPTEMBER 2016
KEY DECISIONS AND THE SCRUTINY PROCESS
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF STRATEGY AND LOCAL SERVICES

This report on key decisions and the scrutiny process at the Royal
Borough, requested by the Chairman, gives an overview of the
legislation relating to overview and scrutiny as well as that relating
to key decisions. It then sets out the Borough’s definition and
process, including timelines. The Committee is invited to note the
current arrangements for scrutiny involvement in the key decision
process and discuss any ways in which this might be improved.
FOR INFORMATION AND COMMENT

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This report gives an overview of the legislation relating to overview
and scrutiny as well as that relating to key decisions. Although
legislation does not prescribe how local authorities should carry out
their pre-decision scrutiny, good practice suggests that this will be a
key feature of effective governance arrangements especially given
that call-in - after the decision has been made, but not yet
implemented - can seem rather unproductive.

1.2

Although not explicitly stated in its Constitution, the Royal Borough
has, over time, placed greater emphasis on the pre-decision scrutiny
of key decisions and, nearly ten years ago, introduced the innovative
‘diamond rating system’ to facilitate this and to help Scrutiny
members identify the key decisions of greatest interest. In summary,
all key decisions are given a classification, ranging from one to three
diamonds when they are entered onto the Forward Plan. The
classification must then be approved by the relevant Scrutiny
Chairman who also has the authority to modify the rating. Those key
decisions with a two or three diamond classification are expected to
feature planned consultation with the Scrutiny Committees – though
it does not necessarily follow that this will entail a committee report.
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1.3

The diamond rating system is complemented by regular
communication between Scrutiny Chairmen and the relevant Cabinet
Member and attendance by Cabinet Members at Scrutiny Committee
meetings to present papers and ask questions.

1.4

Scrutiny processes are amended from time to time when
improvements are identified. This is most usually at the instigation
of Scrutiny Chairmen who deal with any matters that affect all
committees.

1.5

The diamond rating system was devised by and is unique to the Royal
Borough – indeed this goes far beyond what other authorities
routinely do to identify in advance executive decision likely to be of
most Scrutiny interest. It has not therefore been possible to include
comparative information with other boroughs about such a system
but some information is included about processes at Westminster City
Council and the London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham.
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LEGISLATIVE OVERVIEW
The Creation of Overview and Scrutiny

2.1

The Local Government Act 2000 established new political governance
arrangements for local authorities in England and Wales which
required them to move away from the traditional committee style of
decision making. Each council was required to set up an executive
(cabinet), responsible for taking day-to-day decisions on the running
of the authority within a policy and budget framework agreed by the
full council. The establishment of overview and scrutiny committees
was intended as a counterweight to these executive structures.
Scrutiny has been evolving since 2000 and legislation affecting the
way Scrutiny is done has been promulgated from time to time. Much
of this legislation was consolidated in the Localism Act 2011,
however, the basic principles remain the same.
The Key Decision Definition

2.2

The current definition of a key decision is set out in the Local
Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to
Information) (England) Regulations 2012. This definition has not
substantially changed since the 2000 Act and is noted below.
The Regulations state that a key decision is:
“an executive decision, which is likely a) to result in the relevant local
authority incurring expenditure which is, or the making of savings
which are, significant (…); or b) to be significant in terms of its effect
on communities living or working in an area comprising two or more
wards or electoral divisions (…).”

2.3

Key decisions may be made by individual Cabinet Members, where
power has been so delegated, or by Cabinet as a whole.
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2.4

Councils are required to give public notice of key decisions and until
2012 this was through a Forward Plan which was published fourteen
days before the end of every month and which included planned key
decisions for the subsequent four months. Since 2012, councils in
England have been required to give 28 days’ notice of planned key
decisions, with a provision for shorter timescales in the case of
urgency. Although there is no longer a requirement to publish a
Forward Plan, many councils have continued to use this mechanism
to give the 28 days notification of upcoming key decisions.

2.5

The Local Government Act 2000, Sections 9(F)2(a) and 9F(4), sets
out the power of scrutiny to review or scrutinise decisions made but
not implemented by the executive.
This includes a power to
recommend that the decision be reconsidered by the persons who
made it and this process is known as ‘call in’. Statutory Guidance
issued in October 2000 by the then Department of Environment,
Transport and the Regions set out the particular issues councils would
need to consider when establishing their call in arrangements.

2.6

The Government guidance contains clear expectations that call-in
should be exercised rarely and that councils should act to ensure their
local protocols and procedures meet this end.
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KEY DECISIONS AT THE ROYAL BOROUGH
Definition

3.1

The Royal Borough’s Constitution defines a key decision as:
“. . . any executive side matter that is not already delegated to
officers which:
(i) involves income or expenditure of £100,000 or more*; and/or
(ii) is likely to have a significant impact on the community in one or
more electoral wards.
* The £100,000 threshold does not apply to decisions to award contracts up to a value of
£164,176 which, as stated in Part 4F of the Contract Regulations, are delegated to the
relevant director. This EU services threshold applies from 1 January 2016 and is reviewed
on 1 January every second year. The Contract Regulations and this note will be updated by
the Monitoring Officer to incorporate any change to the EU services threshold.”

The current key decision process and timelines
3.2

The Council must by law give 28 days’ notice before taking any key
decision and this is done my means of the Forward Plan (which has
been retained at the Royal Borough) on the first working day of each
calendar month. Whilst a key decision must by law be displayed on
the Forward Plan for 28 days, in practice most are (and good practice
suggests they should be) added to the Plan as soon as the relevant
director becomes aware that key decision is required.
This
understanding is well-established here, since the early days of the
LGA 2000 which envisages a Forward Plan looking four months ahead.
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3.3

As noted in the introduction, all key decisions are given a diamond
rating and this scrutiny process is described in detail below.

3.4

The relevant officer at the time of scheduling on the Forward Plan
gives a ‘rating’ and the classification is set out below:
♦♦♦ High impact/high public interest: A key decision that is likely
to have a major impact on service users, residents or businesses and
where there is prospect of significant public interest. This decision
would be expected to feature planned consultation with the Scrutiny
Committee and the public.
♦♦ High impact or high public interest: Such a key decision would
meet all the above criteria on impact, or would be expected to be of
particularly public interest. This decision would be expected to
feature planned consultation with the Scrutiny Committee.
♦ Routine/low public interest: A key decision that is of a relatively
routine nature where the Scrutiny Committee would not wish to get
involved.

3.5

Where the report author considers that the proposed key decision
should receive either a two or three diamond classification because
of likely Scrutiny interest, the Governance Team contacts the relevant
Scrutiny Committee Chairman at the time of scheduling on the
Forward Plan, to get their agreement on how the Scrutiny Committee
should be consulted. This will often result in a Scrutiny Committee
discussion, but if the timescale is short, comments could be sought
from Scrutiny Committee members by email. This pre-decision
scrutiny is designed to give non-executive councillors the opportunity
to have early input into the development of appropriate policies, plans
and decisions in advance of the Cabinet Member taking the decision.
Each Scrutiny Committee meeting has the opportunity to consider an
extract of the Forward Plan relating to their Scrutiny Committee and
at this point will have an opportunity to change the rating if they feel
it requires reclassification.

3.6

The report author would then proceed to draft the key decision report.
The report is signed by the Cabinet Member, published and circulated
as a proposed decision. At this point, Members of the relevant
Scrutiny Committee receive an automated email with the relevant
documentation attached, as will any other Member who has asked to
be notified. This is published on the Council's website and circulated
to libraries, and also to a number of external subscribers.

3.7

After the decision has been so proposed, the Scrutiny Committee and
members of the public have five clear working days (i.e. over a week)
to submit comments or suggest amendments.

3.8

Subject to any amendments in response to comments received from
Scrutiny Members or members of the public, the report is signed by
the Cabinet Member, published and circulated by email (and hard
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copy if so requested) as a confirmed decision. The relevant
Scrutiny Members receive a further email with the relevant
documentation, notifying them and attaching the confirmed key
decision. Any revisions to the proposed key decision which are
accepted by the Cabinet Member, taking into account comments
received by Scrutiny Members, are reflected in a revised confirmed
key decision. If the view of the Cabinet Member is that the comments
are substantial and materially change the nature of the report, a new
key decision would need to be generated.
3.9

After the decision has been confirmed, the relevant Scrutiny
Committee has a further five clear days, before implementation of
the decision, within which to call-in the decision. In the case of full
Cabinet decisions, the relevant Scrutiny Committee has 24 hours to
call-in a decision.

3.9

If no call-in request is made, the decision is then implemented.

3.10 If the decision is called-in, the Chairman of the Scrutiny Committee
has five clear days within which to call a meeting of the Scrutiny
Committee.
3.11 In the case of an urgent matter, the report author is expected to
schedule the item on the Forward Plan for five clear days as a first
step and contact the relevant Scrutiny Chairman requesting their
agreement to treat the matter as urgent. If this is granted and once
the five clear days have elapsed, the Cabinet Member would sign the
confirmed key decision, which is then implemented, without
recourse to call-in. The documentation is emailed to the relevant
Scrutiny Committee members. In the case of urgent key decisions,
Scrutiny Members have no opportunity to comment on the key
decision or to call it in. All urgent key decisions are reported to
Council quarterly.
3.12 Other than in the case of urgency, it therefore takes a minimum of
three weeks to process a key decision.
3.13 Individual Scrutiny Chairmen maintain regular contact with Cabinet
Members to discuss important projects and policies. These meetings
provide an opportunity to discuss any upcoming major projects and
policies including items that will be classified as key decisions but are
not yet entered onto the Forward Plan. The Chairman can then begin
to assess the relevance of the item in relation to the Committee’s
priorities and work programme.
3.14 These conversations are progressed at the agenda planning meetings
that Scrutiny Chairmen hold with senior officers in advance of each
scrutiny committee meeting.
3.15 In addition to reports about individual key decisions, a report appears
on the agenda of all ordinary Scrutiny Committee meetings which
summarises the issues the relevant Cabinet Member and business
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group are progressing including upcoming major projects. This
provides a wider opportunity for Committee Members to prioritise
future key decisions for greater scrutiny involvement. The Cabinet
and Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee considers the Cabinet
agenda so does not receive such a report.
3.16 it is common practice that the relevant Cabinet Members will attend
Scrutiny Committee meetings. This attendance is helpful as it assists
Cabinet Members to keep themselves informed about the Scrutiny
Committee’s deliberations and also to assist the Scrutiny Committee
in those deliberations. The Scrutiny Committee Chairman may invite
the Cabinet Member to answer any questions on his/her report or
about individual key decision reports - even those on the Forward
Plan but where a report has not yet been produced/published.
3.17 Other Scrutiny processes to complement those described above
include Committee Members attending site visits to observe services
in operation, Member briefing sessions, or holding a single issue
meeting (in addition to one of the regular meetings) to discuss a key
decision in greater detail.
3.18 Some key decisions will be developed to a shorter timeframe, for
example more commercially-focused key decisions. The pre-decision
scrutiny in these cases is likely to take a different form as there is
less opportunity for Scrutiny involvement as the Committees, with
the exception of Cabinet and Corporate Services, do not meet as
frequently as Cabinet.
3.19 In the case of these key decisions, the Scrutiny Committee would
usually consider the Cabinet Report and comment by email. The
Scrutiny Committee Chairmen would still have the right to attend
Cabinet and speak, with the permission of the Leader, in order to
represent the views of the Committee, including making any
recommendations.
4

AMENDMENTS TO SCRUTINY PROCESSES

4.1

Scrutiny processes are kept under review by Scrutiny Chairmen,
meeting as the Scrutiny Steering Group, who consider matters that
affect all of the Committees. Two recent examples of process
amendments are noted below:


From 1 June 2016 the definition of a two diamond decision was
amended to put greater emphasis on scrutiny involvement in
relation to key decisions which are of high public interest.



Scrutiny involvement at the specification stage of the
procurement process is seen by Chairmen as a point where the
Committees can add value. The changes to scrutiny processes,
including the information scrutinised by the Committees, will be
agreed once the Procurement Working Group has reported.

6

4.2

Scrutiny Committees understandably tend to focus on individual
Cabinet Member decisions as these are not taken at meetings. With
this in mind efforts have always been made to flag-up to Scrutiny
Committees key decisions within their remit that appear on full
Cabinet agendas. This system was regularised in July 2016, since
when all matters on Cabinet agendas that fall outside the Cabinet and
Corporate Services Scrutiny Committee remit are the subject of a
bespoke alert to Members of the relevant Scrutiny Committee.

4.3

Additional guidance has been drafted for officers on the Royal
Borough’s approach and requirements in relation to pre-decision
scrutiny and this also includes some best practice examples.

5

SCRUTINY PROCESSES AT OTHER COUNCILS

5.1

As noted above, the diamond rating system is a bespoke system and
unique to the Royal Borough. It was not therefore possible to find a
comparable system.

5.2

Westminster City Council promotes a collaborative approach and
dialogue between Scrutiny and the Executive, but fewer decisions at
WCC are ‘key decisions’, in part because that Council does not have
a detailed key decision definition (because it simply uses the statutory
definition as set out in the Local Government Act 2000, as set out at
paragraph 2.2 above).

5.3

The London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham includes a key
decision list at each committee meeting and any councillor can
request an item be included on an agenda.

6

CONCLUSION

6.1

In conclusion, the involvement of Scrutiny Chairmen in the key
decision process, through the diamond rating classification, ensures
a systematic approach with early Scrutiny involvement. This is
complemented by regular meetings between the Chairmen, Cabinet
Members and senior officers as well as their attendance at Scrutiny
Committee meetings to present reports and answer questions.

6.2

The Committee is invited to note the current arrangements for
Scrutiny involvement in the key decision process and discuss any
ways in which this might be improved.
FOR INFORMATION AND COMMENT
Tony Redpath
Director of Strategy and Local Services

Background papers used in the preparation of this report: None other than previously
published documents.
Contact officers: Robert Sheppard, Head of Governance Services, 02073612265 and Jacqui Hird,
Scrutiny Manager, 02073612634
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Forward Plan of Key Decisions
September - December 2016

09 September 2016
10:16

Introduction
The Council is required by law to publish once a month a Forward Plan of Key Decisions proposed to be taken over the coming four months. Key decisions are defined as
any executive-side matter that is not already delegated to officers which:
i - involves income or expenditure of £100,000 or more and/or
ii - is likely to have a significant impact on the community in one or more electoral wards.
1 - For example (a) a decision to close a facility, alter
services or carry out street works would be a key
decision whereas (b) a matter which has no obvious
impact on local people, such as an internal Council
policy, would not. Where a decision is likely to have a
significant impact, but only on a very small number of
people, this will not be a key decision if it is under the
financial threshold; however, in accordance with good
practice, the decision-maker should ensure that those
affected are informed in sufficient time for them to have
an input into the decision-making process.

3 - In the case of any strategy or plan, the key decision
or decisions will be made at the meeting where the
strategy or plan is discussed - or through the individual
Cabinet Member decision route as appropriate.
Subsequent discussion and decisions about the
finalising of any text consequent upon such
considerations will not be deemed to be a key decision.
4 - Grants of £20,000 or more to voluntary organisations
are deemed in normal circumstances to have a
'significant impact on the community' and will therefore
be key decisions.

2 - Responses to consultation documents or
representations on external issues where the comments
to be submitted are consistent with Council policy and/or
are part of an on-going dialogue within that established
policy will not constitute a key decision. However, where
a significant or substantive new response is required,
this will constitute a key decision.

5 - In any case of uncertainty, the matter in question
shall be treated as a key decision. Furthermore the
Leader or any Cabinet Member can give notice that they
wish themselves to take any executive-side decision
within their portfolio that would otherwise fall within an
officer's delegated authority (i.e. recall a specific
delegated matter) subject to the usual requirements
around advance publicity on the Forward Plan.
6 - Any matter that does not fall within the above
definition is delegated to the relevant officer of the
Authority - albeit that any officer can, where he sees fit
to do so, consult with the relevant decision-taker prior to
taking any decision falling within his delegated authority.

The attached Forward Plan is a list of all such key decisions. This represents a snapshot of the key decisions in the system on 09 September 2016. An updated version is
published on the first working day of each month. An online version is also available on the Council’s website at http://www.rbkc.gov.uk/howwegovern/keydecisions/ which is
updated each day.
The Council also offers a weekly e-mail bulletin of new and updated Key Decisions listed in an easy to digest format. You can subscribe via the Council’s website at
http://www.rbkc.gov.uk/myrbkc/ or contact the Cabinet Office to subscribe to this free service. To contact all decision makers please e-mail Cabinet.coordinator@rbkc.gov.uk
or call the Town Hall Cabinet Office on 020 73613950.

Councillor Nicholas Paget-Brown
Leader of the Council
Corporate Services, Governance Services, Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea

09 September 2016
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Classification of Key Decisions Criteria
Decision-Maker Legend.
The current Cabinet and its Member portfolios
comprise:

Decision Rating Legend.
Decisions are currently rated according to the following
criteria:

Decision Confidential/Exempt Information Category Legend.
Decisions are currently wholly or partially exempt for the
following reasons:

Full Cabinet (K).

♦ - Routine/low public interest: A key decision that is of a

1 - Information relating to any individual.

Cabinet Member for Adult Social Care and Health Cllr Mary Weale (A).
Cabinet Member for Civil Society - Cllr Gerard
Hargreaves (C).
Cabinet Member for Education and Libraries - Cllr
Emma Will (E).
Cabinet Member for Environment, Environmental
Health and Leisure - Cllr Tim Ahern (T).
Cabinet Member for Facilities Management and
Procurement Policy - Cllr Paul Warrick (M).
Cabinet Member for Family and Children's Services Cllr Elizabeth Campbell (S).

relatively routine nature where the Scrutiny Committee
would not wish to get involved.

2 - Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an
individual.

♦♦ - High impact OR high public interest: Such a key

3 - Information relating to the financial or business affairs of
decision would meet all the above criteria on impact, or
any particular person (including the authority holding that
could be expected to be of particular public interest. This information).
decision would be expected to feature planned
consultation with the Scrutiny Committee.
4 - Info relating to any consultations/negotiations, or
contemplated consultations/ negotiations in connection with
♦♦♦ - High impact/high public interest: A key decision any labour relations matters arising between the Authority
or a Minister of the Crown and employees of/or officethat is likely to have a major impact on service users,
holders under the authority.
residents or businesses and where there is prospect of
significant public interest. This decision would be
expected to feature planned consultation with the Scrutiny 5 - Information in respect of which a claim to legal
professional privilege could be maintained in legal
Committee and the public.
proceedings.

Cabinet Member for Finance and Strategy - Cllr
Warwick Lightfoot (F).
Cabinet Member for Planning Policy, Transport and
Arts - Cllr Tim Coleridge (P).
Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Housing,
Property and Regeneration - Cllr Rock FeildingMellen (H).
Leader - Cllr Nicholas Paget-Brown (L).

Corporate Services, Governance Services, Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea

6 - Information which reveals that the authority proposes (a)
to give any enactment a notice under or by virtue of which
requirements are imposed on a person; or (b) to make an
order or direction under any enactment.
7 - Information relating to any action taken or to be taken in
connection with the prevention, investigation or prosecution
of a crime.
8 - Confidential information given to the Council by a
government department on terms which forbid its public
disclosure, or information that cannot be publicly disclosed
by a court order.
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September 2016
To contact all decision makers please e-mail Cabinet.coordinator@rbkc.gov.uk or call the Town Hall Cabinet Office on 020 73613950.
Decisions marked with a '‡' under 'Report available' contain exempt information. A summary of the exempt information is available on request.

Key Decision to be considered
Agreement to participate in the
procurement process for the Work and
Health Programme
Ref: 04848/16/K/A
As part of the Government’s agreement to
greater devolution in future employment
and skills provision for London, the Mayor
of London and London Boroughs will have
greater involvement. Central London
Forward member boroughs along with 4
additional London boroughs will develop
and implement a procurement process to
select a provider to deliver the Work and
Health programme in central London.
Cabinet are invited to agree the Council’s
participation in this process.
Contact Officer

Rating Decision Maker

♦♦

Deputy Leader and Cabinet
Member for Housing, Property
and Regeneration
Cllr Rock Feilding-Mellen

Main Consultees

Date to be
implemented

Report
available

Referral
Committees

• NHS commissioners and
public health officers
• Cabinet Member for
Housing Property and
Regeneration
• DWP local contacts
• Members of the RBKC
Learning Work and
Business Network

Not before
22 Sep 16

No

Cabinet and Corporate
Services Scrutiny
Committee

The draft report will be
presented to the Scrutiny
Committee.

Graham Hart

Exempt by virtue of Category 3

Release of additional funding to deliver TriBorough IT working arrangements
Ref: 03743/12/F/A
To release reserve funding to finance the
engagement of IT specialists and
temporary staff to allow existing officers to
be dedicated to Tri-Borough working
projects.
Contact Officer Marion Sinclair

♦

Cabinet Member for Finance and
Strategy
Cllr Warwick Lightfoot

Computer and
Communications Group

Not before
21 Sep 16

No

Cabinet and Corporate
Services Scrutiny
Committee

Revised Suez Staff pay offer 2016/17
Ref: 04869/16/K/AB
The Council seeks Cabinet decision to
implement the pay offer for 2016/17 for
Suez staff.
Contact Officer Kathy May

♦

The Full Cabinet

None

Not before
22 Sep 16

No

Cabinet and Corporate
Services Scrutiny
Committee

Corporate Services, Governance Services, Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea

Exempt by virtue of Category 3
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September 2016
To contact all decision makers please e-mail Cabinet.coordinator@rbkc.gov.uk or call the Town Hall Cabinet Office on 020 73613950.
Decisions marked with a '‡' under 'Report available' contain exempt information. A summary of the exempt information is available on request.

Key Decision to be considered
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
Annual Efficiency Plan
Ref: 04875/16/K/A
As part of the four year local government
finance settlement offer (grant funding for
2016-17 to 2019-20), Councils are
required to submit an ‘Efficiency Plan’ by 5
pm on Friday 14 October 2016. This
document, which meets that requirement,
sets out the Council’s plans for efficiency
and effectively summarises in one place a
range of pre-existing policies and initiatives.
Contact Officer

Rating Decision Maker

Main Consultees

Date to be
implemented

Report
available

Referral
Committees

♦

The Full Cabinet

None

Not before
23 Sep 16

No

Cabinet and Corporate
Services Scrutiny
Committee

♦

Cabinet Member for Finance and
Strategy
Cllr Warwick Lightfoot

None

Not before
23 Sep 16

No

Cabinet and Corporate
Services Scrutiny
Committee

Nicholas Holgate

Annual Review of Fees and Charges for
Council Services
Ref: 04872/16/K/A
Sets the corporate framework for the
services review of fees and charges for the
coming (2017-18) financial year and
includes the recommendation for guideline
increases.
(This decision will be taken by Cllr
Lightfoot).
Contact Officer Nicholas Holgate

Corporate Services, Governance Services, Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
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October 2016
To contact all decision makers please e-mail Cabinet.coordinator@rbkc.gov.uk or call the Town Hall Cabinet Office on 020 73613950.
Decisions marked with a '‡' under 'Report available' contain exempt information. A summary of the exempt information is available on request.

Key Decision to be considered
Extension of the Information Technology
and Communications call-off contract
Ref: 04871/16/F/AB
This reports seeks approval to extend the
existing information technology and
communications contract with BT PLC to
include provision of PSTN and ISDN line
rental and monthly call and data
allowances. The existing contracts will be
novated to BT who are able to provide the
same services at a lower cost than the
existing service provider.
Contact Officer

Rating Decision Maker

♦

Date to be
implemented

Report
available

Referral
Committees

None

Not before
06 Oct 16

No

Cabinet and Corporate
Services Scrutiny
Committee

Russell Hookway

Exempt by virtue of Category 3

Planned Replacement of Mobile Phone
Estate
Ref: 04881/16/F/AB
This report seeks approval to bring forward
delivery of an approved 2017/18 Capital
Bid, Reference Number 801 – ‘Tri-borough
telephony replacement.’ The capital bid
was a planned replacement of the
council’s mobile phone estate.’ Early
delivery of the bid will provide more flexible
working for staff and support the council’s
migration to Office 365.
Contact Officer Russell Hookway

♦

Budget Monitoring 2016-17 Quarter 2
Ref: 04873/16/K/A
To report on the Council’s forecast
financial position for the 2016-17 financial
year and, if required, agree requested
budget changes and/or transfers to or from
reserves as set out in the report.

♦

Contact Officer

Cabinet Member for Finance and
Strategy
Cllr Warwick Lightfoot

Main Consultees

Cabinet Member for Finance and
Strategy
Cllr Warwick Lightfoot

None

Not before
18 Oct 16

No

Cabinet and Corporate
Services Scrutiny
Committee

Exempt by virtue of Category 3
The Full Cabinet

None

Not before
28 Oct 16

No

Cabinet and Corporate
Services Scrutiny
Committee

Nicholas Holgate

Corporate Services, Governance Services, Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
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October 2016
To contact all decision makers please e-mail Cabinet.coordinator@rbkc.gov.uk or call the Town Hall Cabinet Office on 020 73613950.
Decisions marked with a '‡' under 'Report available' contain exempt information. A summary of the exempt information is available on request.

Key Decision to be considered

Rating Decision Maker

♦

#Type!
Contact Officer

Nicholas Holgate

The criteria selected to produce this report was:

P

The Full Cabinet

Before printing think about the environment

Main Consultees

Date to be
implemented

Report
available

Referral
Committees

None

Not before
28 Oct 16

No

Cabinet and Corporate
Services Scrutiny
Committee

Number of Decisions for September - December 2016 included:

9

Total Number of Decisions included:

9

Current Key Decisions yet to be Implemented and Referral Committee = Cabinet and Corporate Services Scrutiny
Committee.
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